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Abstract
Matrix differential Riccati equations are central in filtering and optimal control theory. The
purpose of this article is to develop a perturbation theory for a class of stochastic matrix Riccati
diffusions. Diffusions of this type arise, for example, in the analysis of ensemble Kalman-Bucy
filters since they describe the flow of certain sample covariance estimates. In this context, the
random perturbations come from the fluctuations of a mean field particle interpretation of a
class of nonlinear diffusions equipped with an interacting sample covariance matrix functional.
The main purpose of this article is to derive non-asymptotic Taylor-type expansions of stochas-
tic matrix Riccati flows with respect to some perturbation parameter. These expansions rely on
an original combination of stochastic differential analysis and nonlinear semigroup techniques
on matrix spaces. The results here quantify the fluctuation of the stochastic flow around the
limiting deterministic Riccati equation, at any order. The convergence of the interacting sample
covariance matrices to the deterministic Riccati flow is proven as the number of particles tends
to infinity. Also presented are refined moment estimates and sharp bias and variance estimates.
These expansions are also used to deduce a functional central limit theorem at the level of the
diffusion process in matrix spaces.
Résumé: Les équations de Riccati matricielles jouent un rôle important dans la théorie du
filtrage et du contrôle optimal. Cet article présente une théorie des perturbations d’une classe
d’équations de Riccati matricielles stochastiques. Ces modèles probabilistes sont d’un usage
courant dans la théorie des filtres de Kalman d’Ensemble. Ils représentent dans ce contexte
l’évolution des matrices de covariance empiriques associées à un ensemble de diffusions en in-
teraction. Les perturbations aléatoires résultent des fluctuations stochastiques d’un système
de particules de type champ moyen interagissant avec la mesure empirique du système. Nous
présentons dans cet article une formule de Taylor non asymptotique pour des flots stochastiques
de diffusion de Riccati matricelles par rapport à un paramètre de fluctuation. Ces développe-
ments sont fondés sur un nouveau calcul différentiel stochastique et une analyse fine de semi-
groupes non linéaires dans des espaces de matrices. Ces résultats permettent de quantifier avec
précision les fluctuations des flots de matrices stochastiques autour des systèmes limites à tout
ordre. Nous illustrons ces résultats avec une preuve de la convergence des matrices empiriques
de filtres de Kalman d’Ensemble vers la solution d’équations de Riccati déterministes lorsque
le nombre de particules tends vers l’infini. Nous présentons dans ce cadre des estimations fines
des biais et des variances, ainsi qu’un theorème de la limite centrale fonctionnel au niveau du
processus matriciel.
1 Introduction
Matrix Riccati equations play a central role in stochastic filtering and optimal control theory. These
quadratic differential equations are used to design optimal Kalman filters and optimal controllers
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in dual quadratic cost and linear system regulation problems.
This article presents a perturbation and fluctuation analysis for a class of matrix diffusions
combining a Riccati drift functional with a diffusive martingale with a cubic-type predictable angle
bracket. This class of stochastic model is defined in terms of Wt: a prˆ rq-matrix with independent
Brownian entries with r ě 1. We associate with some diagonalizable pr ˆ rq-matrix A, and some
positive definite matrices R,S ą 0, the Riccati drift function Λ defined by
ΛpQq :“ pA´QSqQ`QpA´QSq1 ` ΣpQq with ΣpQq :“ R`QSQ (1.1)
The Riccati diffusions discussed in this article are then defined by the stochastic model
dQt “ ΛpQtq dt` ǫ dMt with dMt :“ rϕpQtq dWt Σϕ pQtqssym (1.2)
In the above display, B1 stands for the transposition of B, Bsym “ pB ` B1q{2 the symmetric part
of an pr ˆ rq-matrix, ϕ is square root function ϕpQq :“ Q1{2 and Σϕ :“ ϕ ˝ Σ.
We let φǫtpQ0q “ Qt be the stochastic flow associated with the solution Qt of the equation (1.2)
starting at Q0. To clarify the presentation, we also write φt instead of φ
0
t , i.e. the semigroup
associated with the Riccati equation (1.2) when ǫ “ 0.
The diffusion term relies on some parameter ǫ P r0, 1s which reflects the variance of the pertur-
bations. The fluctuation parameter ǫ is chosen so that 2ǫ2r ă 1 to ensure the existence and the
boundedness properties of these quadratic diffusion processes (cf. (1.10) in theorem 1.2). When
ǫ “ 0, the semigroup associated with these models resumes to the conventional unperturbed matrix
Riccati equation. The fluctuation of the diffusion around the unperturbed Riccati equation can be
quantified in terms of Ln-mean error estimates, as soon as 5nǫ
2r ă 1 (cf. (1.11) in theorem 1.2).
Whenever S “ 0 the evolution equation (1.2) resumes to the Wishart process. The case A “ 0
is also known as the squared Brownian motion (a.k.a. matrix square Bessel processes).
Related diffusions in symmetric matrix spaces arise in a variety of application domains. For
example, backward stochastic matrix Riccati equations arise in linear quadratic optimal control
problems with random coefficients [14, 40, 32]. The class of stochastic processes in matrix spaces
discussed in this article also encapsulates conventional Wishart processes arising in mathematical
physics [36, 37], multivariate statistics [5, 28], econometrics and financial mathematics [18, 27]. In
this context, the parameter ǫ2 captures the amplitude of the fluctuations of the volatility process.
This article may be motivated by applications in signal processing and in filtering and data
assimilation in high-dimensional inference problems. In this context, a stochastic matrix Riccati
equation (like (1.2)) represents the evolution of the sample covariance matrices associated with the
ensemble Kalman-Bucy filter [22] (abbreviated EnKF). In this case, the parameter ǫ2 is inversely
proportional to the number of particles associated with these filters. This class of EnKF should be
interpreted as a mean-field particle approximation of a nonlinear McKean-Vlasov-type diffusion; see
the latter application of our theory to the EnKF, and also [22, 11, 10]. These general probabilistic
models were introduced by H.P. McKean [46]; see also [50, 47, 20] for a detailed discussion and
applications of these general models as well as the more recent article [4] dedicated to the long
time behavior of interacting diffusions. Since its introduction in the early 1990s, the EnKF has
been widely studied and applied for numerically solving forecasting and data assimilation problems
[26, 31, 34]. One interesting numerical aspect of the EnKF is that they can be adapted to work well
in high-dimensional, nonlinear, and small-noise scenarios.
Under appropriate observability and controllability conditions, we know that the true (classical)
Kalman filter can track (unstable) linear noisy signals uniformly w.r.t. the time horizon (cf. [7, 9]
and references therein), and that the conditional error covariance satisfies a stable differential matrix
Riccati equation. This deterministic Riccati equation and its limiting behaviour is actually central in
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the stability analysis of the classical Kalman filter [7]. One currently open research stream concerns
the EnKF and its ability to also track any unstable modes of a noisy signal in any dimension (under
appropriate regularity conditions) with noisy observations.
In the context of linear-Gaussian filtering problems, the stability and convergence properties of
the EnKF rely heavily on the fluctuations of a particular stochastic matrix Riccati diffusion [22, 10].
This equation models the flow of the EnKF sample covariance matrix (analogously to how a related
differential matrix Riccati equation models the flow of the true covariance matrix in classical Kalman
filtering [7]).
The present article focuses on this stochastic matrix Riccati diffusion and its perturbation and
fluctuation properties. These results are of broad mathematical interest on their own, since the Ric-
cati diffusion considered is a rather general quadratic matrix-valued stochastic differential equation,
see also [10]. These results are also of interest under the EnKF banner, as they rigorously characterise
some behaviour of the EnKF sample covariance flow.
We present sharp and non-asymptotic expansions of matrix moments of the matrix Riccati
diffusion with respect to the parameter ǫ, stripped of all analytical superstructure, and probabilistic
irrelevancies. These results can basically be stated as follows
φǫt “ φt `
ÿ
1ďkăn
ǫk
k!
Bkφt ` B nφǫt (1.3)
for any n ě 1 and some stochastic flow Bkφt whose values don’t depend on the fluctuation parameter
ǫ and some remainder stochastic term B nφǫt of order ǫn. We also provide uniform estimates of
the stochastic flow Bkφt w.r.t. the time horizon even when the matrix A is unstable (see (1.6) in
theorem 1.1, the estimate (1.26) and section 1.4).
These estimates are stronger than the conventional functional central limit theorems for stochas-
tic processes. For example, these results clearly imply the almost sure central limit theorem
ǫ´1 rφǫt ´ φts ÝÑǫÑ0 Bφt
These matrix moment expansions rely on an original combination of stochastic differential anal-
ysis with nonlinear semigroup techniques on matrix spaces. The Taylor-type matrix representation
discussed in this article allows one to quantify the fluctuation at any order of the stochastic flow
around the limiting deterministic Riccati equation. Moreover, they also provide refined moment
estimates as well as sharp bias and variance estimates. For instance, using (1.8) and theorem 1.3
we have the bias estimate
φtpQq ` ǫ
2
2
E
`B2φtpQq˘`Opǫ4q “ E pφǫtpQqq ď φtpQq
An explicit description of the bias matrix flow t ÞÑ E `B2φtpQq˘ is provided in theorem 1.3. Uniform
estimates w.r.t. the time parameter of the derivative processes are also provided; e.g. at every time
step, or at the level of the path. Last but not least, we also extend these expansions to stochastic
flows starting from random fluctuation matrices. Combined with the Faà di Bruno’s formula they
can be used to deduce any matrix moments and any matrix-moment of smooth functionals of the
stochastic Riccati flows.
The article is organized into four parts:
The first part in Section 1 is dedicated to the description of stochastic matrix Riccati diffusions and a
statement of the main results (Section 1.2). The primary study in this work is a detailed fluctuation
analysis of these matrix Riccati diffusions. In Section 1.3 we illustrate the main results and their
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significance in the context of the EnKF. In Section 1.4, we briefly discuss the stability and long-
time behaviour of these Riccati diffusions. We describe the invariant measure of one-dimensional
stochastic Riccati diffusions, and we relate some moment explosion properties exhibited by these
diffusions with the heavy-tailed structure of this stationary measure. The stability exposition in
Section 1.4 is further detailed in depth in [11, 10].
The second part of the article in Section 2 is concerned with the smoothness properties of the
semigroups associated with stochastic matrix Riccati diffusions. We also provide a brief review on
matrix analysis and matrix functional differential techniques, including a Faà di Bruno’s formula
with remainder and Taylor expansions of square root functionals.
The third part in Section 3 is dedicated to stochastic matrix integration and matrix valued
martingales. We describe general formulae for computing the predictable angle brackets of matrix
valued martingales in terms tensor and symmetric tensor products. We also provide an Ito formula
for matrix functionals of stochastic Riccati equations and a series of martingale continuity theorem.
The last part in Section 4 is concerned with the technical proof of the four main theorems
presented in this article. The proofs of some technical lemmas are provided later in Appendix A.
1.1 Some basic notation
We introduce some common notation used throughout this article, and in particular in the statement
of our main results given subsequently. Later in Section 2 we provide further notation related to
the developments in that section concerning the smoothness properties of related semigroups and
specific Taylor-type expansions. In Section 3 we detail specific notation relevant to the developments
of that section which is devoted to stochastic matrix calculus and matrix martingale theory. Rarely,
and locally within (sub-)sections, some symbols may be reused where there is no risk of confusion.
We denote by Tr,r1 the space of pr ˆ r1q-matrices with real entries and some r, r1. We also let
Sr Ă Tr :“ Tr,r denote the closed subset of symmetric matrices, S0r Ă Sr the subset of positive semi-
definite matrices, and Sr` Ă S0r the open subset of positive definite matrices. Given Q P S0r ´Sr` we
denote by Q1{2 a (non-unique) but symmetric square root of Q (given by a Cholesky decomposition).
When Q P Sr` we always choose the principal (unique) symmetric square root. With a slight abuse
of notation we denote by I the prˆ rq identity matrix, for any r ě 1. In the further development of
this article }.} denotes the spectral norm } ¨ }2 or the Frobenius norm } ¨ }F on the space of matrices.
We let ρpAq denote the logarithmic norm of the matrix A. Finally, for any square matrix A we
define a particular matrix operation notation t¨u by
tAu “ 2´1 pA` TrpAq Iq (1.4)
where Trp¨q denotes the trace operator.
We let C pr0, ts,Trq be the space of continuous stochastic flows s P r0, ts ÞÑ As from r0, ts into
the space Tr of pr ˆ rq-matrices. For any m,n ě 1, we equip C pr0, ts,Trqm with the norms defined
for any flow As :“ pApiqs q1ďiďm of stochastic matrices by
|||A|||t,n :“
ÿ
1ďiďm
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
Apiq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,n
with
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
Apiq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,n
“ E
”
}Apiq}nt
ı1{n
and }Apiq}t :“ sup
sPr0,ts
}Apiqs }
For m “ 1 and for matrices At, we also consider the Ln-norm given by |||At|||n “ E r}At}ns1{n.
A random mapping ǫ P r0, 1s ÞÑ Aǫ P C pr0, ts,Trq is said to be n-th differentiable as soon as for
any s P r0, ts we have
Aǫs “ As `
ÿ
1ďkăn
ǫk
k!
BkAs ` B nAǫs
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for some stochastic flows processes BkA P C pr0, ts,Trq (whose values doesn’t depends on ǫ) and some
remainder term B nAǫs such that
@m ě 1 Dǫm P r0, 1s s.t. @ǫ P r0, ǫms
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇB nAǫ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
ď am,nptq ǫn
for some finite parameters am,nptq. We also consider the collection of matrix-valued martingales
M
ǫ
tpQq :“
ż t
0
rϕ pφǫspQqq dWs Σϕ pφǫspQqqssym
To clarify the presentation, we also write MtpQq instead of M0t pQq.
We let Es,tpQq be the exponential transition semigroup associated with the flow of matrices
rA´ φupQqSs, s ď u ď t; a more explicit description is given in (2.6). When s “ 0, we write EtpQq
instead of E0,tpQq. With this notation, we have Es,tpQq “ EtpQqEspQq´1.
We also consider the matrix functionals pΓt,Πt,Ωtq from S0r into Sr defined by
ΩtpQq :“ EtpQqΠtpQqEtpQq1
with ΠtpQq :“ Q tΓtpQq ΣpQqu ` ΣpQq tΓtpQq Qu and ΓtpQq :“
ż t
0
EupQq1EupQq du
The article discusses several stochastic Taylor-type expansions and diffusion processes in matrix
spaces. The stochastic analysis of these combines several combinatorial and algebraic sophisticated
tools with Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities and related Ln-error norms between stochastic
process. We will not track the dependency on the parameter n ě 1. We have chosen to focus on
the dependencies w.r.t. the time horizon.
In the further development of the article for any time horizon t ě 0 we set
eptq :“ c exp pkρpAqtq ď e`ptq :“ c p1_ exp pkρpAqtqq ď eptq :“ p1` tlq e`ptq
When ρpAq ă 0 the function eptq tends to 0 exponentially fast, while e`ptq is uniformly bounded and
eptq has polynomial growth. If ρpAq ą 0, then eptq grows exponentially fast. Note that ρpAq ă 0 is a
(type of strong) stability condition on A, and is stronger than we suspect necessary (in general) for
time-uniform boundedness in our main results below. For example, in one-dimension, time-uniform
versions of theorems 1.2 and 1.3 hold under (much) weaker conditions; see [11]. Less “detailed”
fluctuation results in the matrix-valued setting are explored in [10] without this stability condition
on A. In this article, our main focus is on a very complete (e.g. “at any order”, and on the path
space) perturbation and fluctuation analysis of the matrix valued diffusion (1.2), and we do not
pursue further relaxations on the model here.
For any matrix Q P Sr` we also consider the following parameters
|Q| :“ |Q|´ ` |Q|` with |Q|´ :“ c1 p1` }Q´1}n1q and |Q|` :“ c2 p1` }Q}n2q
In the above display formulae n1, n2 ě 0 and c1, c2 are some finite constants whose values may vary
from line to line. Finally, we use the sign ãÝÑǫÑ0 to denote the weak convergence of processes when
ǫ tends to 0. We also use the notation a_ b “ max pa, bq and a^ b “ min pa, bq for any a, b P R, and
the conventions
ř
H “ 0 and
ś
H “ 1.
1.2 Statement of the main results
As noted, this article is concerned primarily with the detailed perturbation and fluctuation proper-
ties of the matrix Riccati diffusion (1.2). We point to [11, 10] for some related fluctuation results,
and more particularly to some stability and contraction results on the Riccati diffusion.
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Whenever S ą 0, up to a change of basis, there is no loss of generality to assume that S “ I.
More precisely the stochastic matrices Qt :“ S1{2QtS1{2 satisfy the same equation as (1.2) when we
replace pA,R, Sq by the matrices
pA,R, Sq :“ pS1{2AS´1{2, S1{2RS1{2, Iq (1.5)
The invariance property of the drift follows elementary algebraic manipulations. The analysis of
the martingale part is a direct consequence of the formula (3.11) presented later. In the further
development of the article, unless otherwise stated, we assume that S “ I. In this case, and with
R ą 0 we may take the standard controllability and observability conditions as holding; see [3, 7]
for details on controllability and observability in control and filtering theory.
The first main result concerns a uniform bound on any differential moment given in terms of
the minimum eigenvalue of the Riccati semigroup and the log-norm of A.
Theorem 1.1. For any Q P Sr` , the stochastic flows ǫ ÞÑ φǫtpQq and ǫ ÞÑ MǫtpQq are smooth. For
any m,n ě 1, t ě 0 and for any δ ą 0 we have the uniform estimates
|||BnφtpQq|||m _
”
p1` tq´n{2
´
|||BnφpQq|||t,m _
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇBn´1Mˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
¯ı
ď c |Q|´ exp pδ}Q}q (1.6)
for some constant c whose values only depend on pδ,m, nq. In addition there exists some collection
of parameters ǫm,n P r0, 1s such that for any ǫ P r0, ǫm,ns we have the remainder estimatesˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
ǫ´n B nφǫpQqˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
_
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ǫ´n`1 B n´1MǫpQq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,m
ď eptq |Q| (1.7)
The proof of this theorem is provided in Section 4.1. We have the bias estimate
p1.7q ùñ }E pφǫtpQqq ´ φtpQq ´ 2´1 ǫ2 E
`B2φtpQq˘ } ď ǫ4 eptq |Q| (1.8)
A detailed proof of (1.8) is given toward the end of Section 4.1, following the proof of theorem 1.1.
Using the evolution equation (1.2), the computation of the relevant matrix differentials follows
standard differential rules on composition mappings and Fréchet derivation techniques. For instance,
the first and second order derivatives of the flow φǫtpQq are given by the formulae
BφtpQq “
ż t
0
∇ΛpφspQqq ¨ BφspQq ds`MtpQq (1.9)
B2φtpQq “
ż t
0
∇2ΛpφspQqq ¨ pBφspQq, BφspQqq ds`
ż t
0
∇ΛpφspQqq ¨ B2φspQq ds` 2 BMtpQq
with the first order matrix-valued martingale
BMtpQq “
ż t
0
rpϕ ˝ φsqpQq dWs BpΣϕ ˝ φsqpQq ` Bpϕ ˝ φsqpQq dWs pΣϕ ˝ φsqpQqssym
In the above display, ∇kp¨q ¨ p¨, . . .q stands for the k-th Fréchet derivative operator; see [30] and
Section 2.2 for a more detailed discussion of these differentials. A sequential description of the
derivatives at any order of the stochastic flow is given in Section 4.1 in the proof of theorem 1.1.
The next theorem discusses some more refined first order estimates.
Theorem 1.2. For any Q P S0r and for any n ě 1 and ǫ P r0, 1s such that 2nǫ2r ă 1 we have
|||φǫpQq|||t,n ď p1` tq e`ptq |Q|`, |||φǫtpQq|||n ď |Q|` (1.10)
In addition, when 5nǫ2r ă 1 we also have the estimates”
t´1{2|||φǫpQq ´ φpQq|||t,n
ı
_ |||φǫtpQq ´ φtpQq|||n ď ǫ e`ptq |Q|` (1.11)
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The proof of this theorem is provided in Section 4.2. The estimates (1.11) extend the ones
presented in [22] to path spaces and non necessarily stable matrices A. Also notice that the existence
of the n-th moments (1.10) of the stochastic flows φǫtpQq requires a sufficiently small perturbation
parameter. This property doesn’t come from any technical overestimation, but from the heavy tailed
properties of the stationary measures of the flows. A more thorough discussion on these properties
and the possible moment explosion times of these stochastic flows is provided in Section 1.4 in the
context of one dimensional models.
The next theorem provides bias and second order estimates.
Theorem 1.3. For any Q P S0r and any n ě 1 there exists some ǫn P r0, 1s such that for any time
horizon t ě 0 and any ǫ P r0, ǫns we have
E pφǫtpQqq ď φtpQq and |||φǫpQq ´ φpQq ´ ǫ BφpQq|||t,n ď ǫ3{2 eptq |Q|` (1.12)
In addition, we have the asymptotic bias formula
E
“B2φtpQq‰ “ ´ ż t
0
Ωt´s pφspQqq “ ´
ż t
0
Es,tpQq E
´
rBφspQqs2
¯
Es,tpQq ds ď 0 (1.13)
The proof of this theorem is provided in Section 4.3. When the fluctuations come from some
approximation scheme, such as in ensemble Kalman-Bucy filters, the l.h.s inequality in (1.12) shows
that the stochastic flow under estimates the solution of the Riccati equation even when they start
from the same initial matrix. That is, given any sufficient number of particles to ensure the diffusion
is well-enough behaved, the sample covariance estimates computed in the EnKF algorithm are always
negatively biased.
Now assume that H is a random perturbation of the form
H “ Hǫ :“ ǫ Hǫ with @n ě 1, sup
ǫPr0,1s
Ep}Hǫ}nq ă 8 (1.14)
for some collection of centered random matrices Hǫ independent of Wt.
Theorem 1.4. For any Q P Sr` and any n ě 1 there exists some ǫn P r0, 1s such that for any
ǫ ď ǫn, any time horizon t ě 0, and any k “ 1, 2 we haveˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ“
ǫ´1 pφǫ pQ` ǫ Hǫq ´ φ pQqq
‰k ´ r∇φpQq ¨Hǫ ` Bφ pQqsk ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,n
ď ǫ1{2 eptq |Q| (1.15)
The proof of this theorem is provided in Section 4.4. The following corollary is a direct conse-
quence of Slutsky’s lemma.
Corollary 1.5. Let Hǫ be a sequence of processes satisfying the uniform moment condition (1.14).
In this case, we have the functional central limit theorem
Hǫ ãÝÑǫÑ0 H ùñ ǫ´1 rφǫt pQ` ǫ Hǫq ´ φt pQqs ãÝÑǫÑ0 ∇φtpQq ¨H ` Bφt pQq
For any Q P Sr` and any sufficiently small ǫ we have the non-asymptotic variance estimate
}ǫ´2 E
´
rφǫt pQ` ǫ Hǫq ´ φt pQqs2
¯
´ E
´
r∇φtpQq ¨Hǫ ` Bφt pQqs2
¯
} ď ǫ1{2 eptq |Q| (1.16)
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1.3 Ensemble Kalman-Bucy filters
The mathematical foundations and the convergence analysis of EnKF algorithms are rather recent.
In [42] and [44], the authors study the Ln-mean error estimates for discrete-time EnKF algorithms.
In a linear-Gaussian setting, the authors show that the EnKF converges towards the Kalman filter as
the number of samples tends to infinity. Non-linear state-space models are also considered in [42].
In [41, 19] the authors consider continuous-time (non-Gaussian) state-space models (e.g. certain
nonlinear diffusion models) and the convergence (with sample size) of particular EnKF methods.
Time-uniform fluctuation, stability and contraction estimates were given in the one-dimensional
linear-Gaussian case in [11]; with essentially no further assumptions on the underlying state-space
model. In the multi-dimensional linear-Gaussian case, time-uniform stability estimates were de-
veloped under strong signal stability assumptions in [22]. Both [22, 11] were extended in the
multi-dimensional setting in [10] where assumptions on the underlying signal stability were relaxed
(based on results in [8]). Related work in [52, 38, 23] considers the long-time behaviour of the EnKF
in certain (possibly nonlinear) stable (and/or bounded) signal models. See also [43, 53, 38] for a re-
lated stability analysis in the presence of (adaptive) covariance inflation and projection techniques.
Typically, rather strong observability assumptions are made in all multi-dimensional EnKF stability
analysis, e.g. [52, 38, 22, 23, 10, 19] and in this work.
Because of their practical importance, this subsection is dedicated to the illustration of our main
perturbation analysis and fluctuation results within the EnKF framework.
Now we introduce the relevant models in this work. Consider a time-invariant linear-Gaussian
filtering (signal and observation) model of the following form
dXt “ AXt dt`R1{2W dWt and dYt “ BXt dt`R1{2V dVt (1.17)
where pWt, Vtq is an pr`r1q-dimensional Brownian motion, X0 is a r-valued Gaussian random vector
with mean and covariance matrix pEpX0q, P0q (independent of pWt, Vtq), the symmetric matrices
RW and RV are strictly positive definite (invertible), A is an arbitrary square pr ˆ rq-matrix, B
is an arbitrary pr1 ˆ rq-matrix, and Y0 “ 0. We let FYt “ σ pYs, s ď tq be the σ-algebra filtration
generated by the observations. We now consider the conditional nonlinear McKean-Vlasov type
diffusion process
dXt “ A Xt dt ` R1{2W dW t ` Pt B1R´1V
”
dYt ´
´
BXtdt`R1{2V dV t
¯ı
(1.18)
where pW t, V t,X0q are independent copies of pWt, Vt,X0q (independent of the signal and the ob-
servations). In this context, we have S “ B1R´1V B. Here Pt “ Pηt denotes the covariance matrix
Pηt “ ηt
“pθ ´ ηtpθqqpθ ´ ηtpθqq1‰ with ηt :“ LawpX t | FYt q and θpxq :“ x. (1.19)
This diffusion is a time-varying Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-type process [22, 7] and thus ηt is Gaussian.
The ensemble Kalman-Bucy filter (EnKF) coincides with the mean-field particle interpretation
of the nonlinear diffusion process (1.18). To be more precise, let pW it, V it,Xi0q1ďiďN`1 be pN ` 1q
independent copies of pW t, V t,X0q. In this notation, the EnKF is given by the Mckean-Vlasov type
interacting diffusion process
dX
i
t “ A Xit dt`R1{2W dW
i
t `QtB1R´1V
”
dYt ´
´
B X
i
t dt`R1{2V dV
i
t
¯ı
(1.20)
with 1 ď i ď N ` 1 and the rescaled particle covariance matrices Qt defined by
Qt “ QNt :“
`
1`N´1˘ PηNt with ηNt :“ pN ` 1q´1 ÿ
1ďiďN`1
δ
X
i
t (1.21)
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Observe that if S “ B1R´1V B is invertible then,
Xt “ S1{2Xt ùñ dXt “ AXt dt`RdWt (1.22)
with the matrices pA,Rq introduced in (1.5), and
Yt “ B1R´1V Yt ùñ dYt “ B Xt dt`R
1{2
V dVt with pB,RV q “ pS1{2, Sq (1.23)
In this situation we have S :“ B1R´1V B “ S1{2S´1S1{2 “ I.
From [22], and using the representation theorem (theorem 4.2 [35]; see also [25]), there exists a
filtered probability space enlargement under which we find (1.2) with the parameters
ǫ :“ 2{
?
N and pR,Sq :“ pRW , B1R´1V Bq
That is, flow of the sample covariance (1.21) associated with the pN`1q-interacting particle systems
(1.20), is given by the matrix Riccati diffusion (1.2) with these parameters. Thus, the stochastic
Riccati equation (1.2) captures explicitly the evolution of the sample covariance of the EnKF. The
interacting particle systems (1.20) are themselves interacting via the sample covariance. Note that
proving Qt “ QNt ãÑNÑ8 Pt implies roughly after some work, the convergence in some sense of
ηNt Ñ ηt; e.g. see [22], and the central limit-type results given later in this section.
We note that the main results (cf. theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4) are given in terms of sufficient
conditions only, and they typically require ǫ ď 1 sufficiently small. In terms of the EnKF relationship
ǫ “ 2{?N , this means we require N ě 4 sufficiently large; i.e. typically much more than N ` 1 “ 5
particles in (1.20). The sufficient conditions given in our main results may typically be stronger than
required. In the next subsection, we sketch a more detailed analysis of the Riccati diffusion with
r “ 1. There we suspend the requirement ǫ ď 1, and we explicitly derive the limiting distribution
of the diffusion. This allows us to capture tighter (necessary) conditions for moment existence, etc.
However, we also note that in higher-dimensions (e.g. r ě 4), it is quite reasonable to take N
large enough (so that ǫ ď 1 automatically) to ensure the Riccati diffusion (1.2) is well-behaved. For
example, when we interpret the matrix diffusion (1.2) as the flow of some sample covariance, then
intuitively one would like N ě r so the rank of the solution behaves nicely. The sufficient conditions
in our main results are stronger than this anyway. In practical EnKF applications, one typically
adds some regularisation procedure [26, 13] to ensure an associated regularised matrix diffusion is
well-behaved when the number of particles is too small; but we don’t discuss this idea here, see [13].
The sample mean ηNt pθq “: mt “ ψǫt pm0, Q0q is given by the stochastic flow
dψǫt px,Qq “ rA´ φǫtpQqSs ψǫtpx,Qq dt` φǫtpQqB1R´1V dYt `
ǫ?
4` ǫ2 Σϕpφ
ǫ
tpQqq dWt (1.24)
with an r-Wiener process Wt independent of Wt. Now, entering the fluctuations of the semigroup
φǫtpQq around φtpQq into the flow (1.24) we check that the mapping ǫ ÞÑ ψǫtpx,Qq is differentiable
with a first order derivative
Bψtpx,Qq “
ż t
0
Es,tpQq
”
BφspQq S´1{2
´
dYs ´ S1{2ψspx,Qq ds
¯
` ΣϕpφspQqq dWs
ı
Also recall that
HN0 :“
?
N pQ0 ´ P0q ðñ Q0 “ P0 ` 1?
N
HN0 ě 0
hN0 :“
?
N ` 1 pm0 ´ EpX0qq ðñ m0 “ EpX0q ` 1?
N ` 1 h
N
0
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In addition hN0 and H
N
0 are independent.
We may now connect the EnKF to our main results (cf. theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4) in
a straightforward manner. For one example, by theorem 1.2, the sample path Ln-boundedness
properties of the matrix diffusion process (1.2) is ensured as soon as N ą 8nr, for any n ě 1. In
this case, we also have Qt ě 0 for any time horizon t ě 0. A time change t ÞÑ 2´1ǫ
?
N t of the
process shows that this property is also met for any real values ǫ P r0, 1{?2nrr.
We also have the central limit theorem phN0 ,HN0 q ãÝÑNÑ8 ph0,H0q, where h0 law“ X0 ´ EpX0q
and H0 is an independent symmetric pr ˆ rq-matrix with centered Gaussian entries equipped with
a symmetric Kronecker covariance structure
E
`pH0 bH0q7˘ “ 2 pP0 "b P0q “ E `pHN0 bHN0 q7˘
A more detailed discussion on this multivariate central limit theorem can be found in [39]; see also
the more recent study [12] as well as [15] for non-necessarily Gaussian variables. As verified later in
corollary 2.9, the sample covariance satisfies the required moment condition (1.14). Consequently,
corollary 1.5 yields the functional central limit theorem
?
N rQt ´ Pts ãÝÑNÑ8 ∇φtpP0q ¨H0 ` Bφt pP0q
A closed form description of the Fréchet derivative ∇φtpQq w.r.t. the parameter Q is provided in
theorem 2.6. In the same vein we check that
?
N ` 1 “mt ´ E `Xt | FYt ˘ ‰ ãÝÑNÑ8 BψtpEpX0q, P0q ` EtpP0qh0 `∇ψtpEpX0q, P0q ¨H0
In the above display ∇ψtpx,Qq ¨H stands for the Fréchet derivative w.r.t. the parameter Q given
by the formula
∇ψtpx,Qq ¨H “ p∇EtpQq ¨Hqx`
ż t
0
rp∇Es,tpQq ¨Hq φspQq ` Es,tpQq p∇φspQq ¨Hqs S´1{2 dYs
A closed form description of the Fréchet derivatives ∇Es,tpQq w.r.t. the parameter Q is provided
in corollary 2.7 and its proof in Appendix A.
In addition using (1.16), for any N sufficiently large we have the variance estimate
}N E “pQt ´ Ptq2‰´ `E “p∇φtpP0q ¨H0q2‰` E “pBφtpP0qq2‰˘ } ď N´1{2 eptq |P0|
We remark that a ‘deterministic’ form of the EnKF (abbreviated DEnKF) introduced by Sakov
and Oke in [49] yields a simpler Riccati diffusion; see also the related work [6, 48, 51]. That
Riccati diffusion will exhibit smaller random fluctuations, due to the absence of random observation
perturbations in (1.20); i.e. the absence of dV
i
t
, and its replacement with a deterministic adjustment.
More precisely, replace pBXt ` R1{2V dV tq by BpXt ` ηtpθqq{2 in (1.18). Then, we get a special
case (see [10]) of the Riccati diffusion (1.2) with dMt :“ rQ1{2t dWtR1{2W ssym and R “ RW . This
simplified Riccati diffusion captures the flow of the sample covariance for the DEnKF. The analysis
of (1.2) simplifies considerably in this situation. Naturally, we expect the Riccati diffusion in this
special case to exhibit less fluctuation, and be more numerically stable (e.g. with regards to time-
discretisation) because of the reduced order diffusion term. Analogous statements/simplifications
can be made about the sample mean (1.24). See [10] for more details. In the next subsection, we
briefly study the one-dimensional Riccati diffusion with this replacement, where these properties
are more readily apparent; see also [11].
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Going forward more broadly, we focus on the most general form of the Riccati diffusion as
written in (1.2). This corresponds (ironically), to the sample covariance (1.21) of the most naive
implementation of the EnKF given directly in (1.20); i.e. without a replacement of the type just
discussed. This analysis establishes a baseline for later comparison with more advanced algorithms.
The main results (cf. theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4) are all given in this general setting. The
broader impact of regularisation [26, 13], and more sophisticated EnKF methods (e.g. [26, 49]), on
the sample covariance flow will be discussed elsewhere; e.g. see [11, 10].
As another interesting aside, we can relate the EnKF with the Wishart process. Indeed, Wishart
processes are particular instances of stochastic Riccati diffusions. They correspond to the case
B “ 0ñ S “ 0 and ΣpQq “ R. The term Wishart process was coined by Marie France Bru in the
pioneering articles [16, 17]; see also [1, 18, 45].
1.4 Long time behavior
The stability and the regularity properties of the Riccati equation (1.2) with ǫ “ 0 are well under-
stood. We return to the filtering model discussed in Section 1.3. When RW ą 0 and S ą 0 the
filtering problem associated with (1.22) and (1.23) is controllable and observable. These conditions
ensure the existence and uniqueness of a positive-definite fixed-point P8 solving the so-called alge-
braic Riccati equation ΛpP8q “ 0. In this case, the matrix difference A ´ P8S is asymptotically
stable even when the matrix A is unstable. In addition [7, 9], there exists some constant ρ ą 0 and
some function β on R` such that ν ą 0 ùñ βpνq ą 0, limνÑ0 βpνq “ 0 and for any t ě s ě 0,
}Es,tpQq} ď c exp r´βpνq pt´ sq ` ρ ν }Q}s ùñ sup
0ďsďt
sup
QPS0r
}Es,tpQq} ă 8 (1.25)
The Riccati flow Q ÞÑ φtpQq is non-decreasing positive map and for any t ě 0 we have
}φtpQq} ď c1 p1` }Q}q and }φtpQq´1} ď c2 p1` }Q´1}q (1.26)
The above estimates can be turned into uniform estimates w.r.t. Q, as soon as t ě ν.
For a more thorough discussion on the stability and the regularity properties of deterministic
Riccati equations we refer to the articles [7, 13, 9] and the references therein.
The stability properties of the Riccati diffusion (1.2) are more involved. To gather some intuition
of these models, we examine the one-dimensional case. The stability exposition in this subsection
is explored in more depth in [11, 10]. In this subsection only, we relax the condition ǫ P r0, 1s, and
simply require ǫ ě 0 to be finite such that a solution to (1.2) is well defined. When r “ 1 and
R^ S ą 0, the drift function Λ “ BF is the derivative of the double-well drift function
F pQq “ ´S
3
Q pQ´ χ´q pQ´ χ`q
with the roots
χ´ :“ 3A
2S
´
«ˆ
3A
2S
˙2
` 3R
S
ff1{2
ă 0 ă χ` :“ 3A
2S
`
«ˆ
3A
2S
˙2
` 3R
S
ff1{2
In this situation, (1.2) resumes to the Langevin-Riccati drift type diffusion process
dQt “ BF pQtq dt` ǫ σpQtq dWt with σ2pQq :“ Q
“
R` SQ2‰ (1.27)
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Also observe that BF ą 0 on the open interval s0, χ`r and BF p0q “ R ą 0 “ σp0q so that the origin
is repellent and instantaneously reflecting. In addition, the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion
(1.27) on s0,8r is given in Sturm-Liouville form by the equation
Lpfq “ ǫ
2
2
σ2 eV B `e´V Bf˘ with V pxq “ ´2ǫ´2 ż x
δ
BF pyq σ´2pyq dy
for any δ ą 0. In addition, L is reversible w.r.t. the probability measure π on s0,8r defined by,
πpdxq 9 1s0,8rpxq exp
«
4
ǫ2
A?
RS
tan´1
˜
x
c
S
R
¸ffˆ
x
R` Sx2
˙2ǫ´2
1
xpR` Sx2q dx (1.28)
Note that in the stationary regime, one requires ǫ2pn{2 ´ 1q ă 1 to have existence of the n-th
moment. Conversely, starting from some initial condition with finite n-th moments, this analysis
implies there will be some explosion time whenever ǫ2pn{2´ 1q ě 1.
Higher-order moments even in the one-dimensional case are still troublesome. In fact, the
diffusion Qt does not have any exponential moments in the stationary regime for any finite N ě 1
or ǫ ą 0. In this case, for any time horizon t ě 0 and for any ν ą 0 we have
LawpQ0q “ π ùñ E pexp pρ ν }φǫtpQ0q}qq “ 8
This implies that the exponential estimate (1.25) cannot be easily used to analyze the fluctuations
of these particular stochastic Riccati diffusions.
We also remark that the heavy tailed nature of this stationary distribution implies that numerical
stability may be worrisome. In the stationary regime, it is realistic to expect samples from the tails
in this case, and these may be large enough and/or frequent enough to cause numerical divergence.
Lastly, observe that (1.27) has non-globally Lipschitz coefficients. The drift is quadratic, while
the diffusion has a polynomial growth of order 3{2. It follows by [33] that a basic Euler time-
discretization may blow up, irregardless of the boundedness properties of the diffusion.
We now briefly revisit the ‘deterministic’ version of the EnKF in [49] (abbreviated DEnKF). Recall
the identification pR,Sq :“ pRW , B1R´1V Bq and the modification:
replace
´
BX
i
t `R1{2V dV
i
t
¯
with B
´
X
i
t ` ηNt pθq
¯
{2 in p1.20q,
This leads to the analysis of a simplified Riccati diffusion (1.2) with dMt :“ rQ1{2t dWtR1{2ssym.
The diffusion (1.2) with r “ 1 in this case is reversible with respect to the following measure
πpdxq 9 1s0,8rpxq x
2
ǫ2
´1
exp
«
´ S
Rǫ2
ˆ
x´ 2 A
S
˙2ff
dx (1.29)
Note this measure has Gaussian tails, and we contrast this with the heavy tailed nature of (1.28).
This is significant, since it implies that the sample covariance (and mean) of this DEnKF [49] will
exhibit smaller fluctuations (than the EnKF), and that all moments (including exponential moments)
exist in this case for any choice of N ě 1 (or finite ǫ ą 0). We can also expect better numerical
stability (e.g. less outliers); including better time-discretisation properties [33].
As previously emphasised, this work really concerns the general version of Riccati diffusion, as
written in (1.2) with dMt :“ rQ1{2t dWtΣ1{2pQtqssym. Our main results are given in this context. In
terms of the EnKF, this means we consider the most naive implementation, as given directly by (1.20)
without any modification. This analysis provides a baseline for later comparison with more advanced
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EnKF methods like [49] and others (e.g. with regularisation [26, 13]). However in anticipation, we
have just shown that a simple modification of the naive EnKF (cf. the DEnKF) may yield drastically
improved sample behaviour. For example, in the naive case (EnKF) with r “ 1, higher order moments
of the sample covariance will eventually blow up for any practical N . Conversely, all moments exist
with any N ě 1, after making the above [49] modification/replacement (DEnKF). Perhaps ironically,
the analysis in this latter case (cf. a simplified version of (1.2)) is actually easier. See [11, 10].
Before we move on, consider the Wishart process again. We remark that the existence of the
invariant measure (1.28) is ensured as soon as S^R ą 0 and ǫ ă 1, without any condition on the drift
A. When S “ 0 the existence of the stationary measure requires A ă 0. When S “ 0 ą A “ ´|A|,
the stationary distribution of (1.2) is given by a Gamma distribution. In mathematical finance,
this diffusion process is called the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross process. The spectral analysis of square root
diffusions is well understood. The main simplification here comes from the fact the eigenfunctions
of the generator L can be expressed in terms of Laguerre polynomials which form a Schauder basis
of the Hilbert space L2pπq; see e.g. exercise 330 in [24].
2 Some smoothness properties
2.1 A brief review on matrix analysis and Landau-type functions
We recall the norm equivalence formulae
}A}22 :“ λmaxpA1Aq ď }A}2F :“ TrpA1Aq ď r }A}22 (2.1)
for any pr ˆ rq-matrix A, the above estimates are valid if we replace the spectral norm by the
Frobenius norm. For the spectral norm or for the Frobenius norm, it is simple to check that
}EpAq} ď Ep}A}q and |||P |||n ď |||TrpP q|||n (2.2)
where EpAq stands for the entry-wise expectation of some random matrix A and P is an Sr-valued
variable. We recall a couple of rather well-known estimates in matrix theory. For any prˆrq-square
matrices pA,Bq by a direct application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
|TrpABq| ď }A}F }B}F (2.3)
For any P,Q P S0r we also have
}P }2 ď pTr pP qq2 ď r }P }2 and λminpP q Tr pQq ď Tr pPQq ď λmaxpP q Tr pQq . (2.4)
The r.h.s. inequality is also valid when pQ,P q P pSr` ˆSrq. We check this claim using an orthogonal
diagonalization of P and recalling that Q remains positive semi-definite (thus with non negative
diagonal entries). We also quote a local Lipschitz property of the square root function ϕpQq :“ Q1{2
on (symmetric) definite positive matrices. For any Q1, Q2 P Sr`
}ϕpQ1q ´ ϕpQ2q} ď
”
λ
1{2
minpQ1q ` λ1{2minpQ2q
ı´1
}Q1 ´Q2} (2.5)
for any unitary invariant matrix norm (e.g. the spectral, or Frobenius norm); see e.g. [30] and [2].
The transition matrix associated with a smooth flow of pr ˆ rq-matrices A : u ÞÑ Au is denoted
Es,tpAq “ exp
»– t¿
s
Au du
fifl ðñ BtEs,tpAq “ At Es,tpAq and BsEs,tpAq “ ´Es,tpAq As
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for any s ď t, with Es,s “ Id, the identity matrix. Equivalently in terms of the fundamental solution
matrices EtpAq :“ E0,tpAq we have Es,tpAq “ EtpAqEspAq´1. We also recall that
}Es,tpAq}2 ď exp
ˆż t
s
ρpAuq du
˙
With this idea in hand, for any s ď t and Q P S0r we define a key exponential semigroup of interest
in this work,
Es,tpQq :“ exp
»– t¿
s
pA´ φupQqq du
fifl ùñ }Es,tpQq} ď exp pρpAqpt´ sqq (2.6)
In the further development of the article, we consider the Landau-type functions
gνpq, tq “ c1 exp r´β1pνq t` c2 ν qs ^ exp r´c3 δ t` c4s with δ “ max p´ρpAq, 0q
gνpq, tq “
“
β1pνq´1 exp r´β2pνq t` c1 ν qs
‰^ pc2 exp r´c3 δ ts 1δą0 ` c4 tn 1δ“0q
Gνpq, tq “
“
β1pνq´1 exp rc1qνs
‰^ pc2 1δą0 ` c3 tn 1δ“0q (2.7)
with some positive constants ci ă 8, some integer n ě 1 and some functions βi such that ν ą 0ñ
βipνq ą 0 and limνÑ0 βipνq “ 0. The constants ci, the integer n ě 1 and the functions βi may vary
from line to line. When ν “ 0 sometimes we write
gptq “ c1 exp r´c2δts
gptq “ c1 exp r´c2δts 1δą0 ` c3 tn 1δ“0 and Gptq “ c1 1δą0 ` c2 tn 1δ“0
instead of g0pq, tq, g0pq, tq, and G0pq, tq. In this notation, using (1.25) for any ν ě 0 we have the
estimates
}Es,tpQq} ď gνp}Q}, t´ sq, }ΓtpQq} ď Gνp}Q}, tq and }ΠtpQq} ď |Q|` Gνp}Q}, tq (2.8)
2.2 Matrix functional differentials
We let LpTr,Trq be the set of bounded linear functional from Tr into itself, and equipped with the
spectral or the Frobenius norm norm. Let U Ă Tr be an open subset. We recall that a mapping
Υ : U ÞÑ Tr is Fréchet differentiable at some Q P U if there exists a continuous linear functional
∇ΥpQq P LpTr,Trq such that
lim
}H}Ñ0
}H}´1}ΥpQ`Hq ´ΥpQq ´∇ΥpQq ¨H} “ 0
The mapping is said to be twice Fréchet differentiable at Q P U when Υ and the mapping
∇Υ : Q P U ÞÑ ∇ΥpQq P LpTr,Trq
is also Fréchet differentiable, and so on. Given some Fréchet differentiable mapping Υ at any order
at some Q P U , for any H P Tr s.t. Q` uH P U for any u P r0, 1s we have
ΥpQ`Hq “ ΥpQq `
ÿ
1ďkďn
1
k!
∇kΥpQq ¨Hbk `∇n`1Υ rQ,Hs
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with the pn` 1q-th order remainder functional in the Taylor expansion given
∇
n`1
Υ rQ,Hs :“ 1
n!
ż 1
0
p1´ uqn ∇n`1Υ pQ` u Hq ¨Hbpn`1q du (2.9)
To simplify the presentation, sometimes we write ∇kΥpQq ¨ H instead of ∇kΥpQq ¨Hbk. We also
consider the multilinear operator norm
|||∇nΥpQq||| “ sup
}H}“1
}∇nΥpQq ¨H} and set ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ∇nΥ rQ,Hsˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ :“ }H}´n }∇nΥ rQ,Hs }
When t ÞÑ ΥtpQq is a random process for any m ě 1 and t ě 0 we also set
|||∇nΥpQq|||t,m “ sup}H}“1
|||∇nΥpQq ¨H|||t,m and
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇
n
Υ tQ,Huˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
:“ }H}´n ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ∇nΥ rQ,Hsˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
For any 1 ď k ď n we let Ik,n be the set of n-multi-indices
Ik,n :“ ta “ pap1q, . . . , apkqq P pN ´ t0uqk : |a| “
ÿ
1ďiďk
apiq “ nu
In :“ Y1ďkďnIk,n and for any a P Ik,n we set lpaq “ k and a! “ ap1q! . . . apkq!.
We consider the collection of matrices
∇aΥpQq ¨H :“
´
∇ap1qΥpQq ¨H, . . . ,∇apkqΥpQq ¨H
¯
∇pn,aqΥpQ,Hq “
´
∇pn,ap1qqΥpQ,Hq, . . . ,∇pn,apkqqΥpQ,Hq
¯
with the matrices ∇pn,lqΥpQ,Hq defined for any 1 ď l ď n by
∇pn,lqΥpQ,Hq “ 1lăn 1
l!
∇lΥpQq ¨H ` 1l“n ∇nΥrQ,Hs
In this notation, we have the following Faà di Bruno’s formula with remainder.
Lemma 2.1. Consider smooth functionals Υ1 : U ÞÑ Tr, and Υ2 : V ÞÑ U on some open subsets
U ,V Ă Tr. For any n ě 1 we have
1
n!
∇n pΥ1 ˝Υ2q pQq ¨H “
ÿ
aPIn
1
a!lpaq! ∇
lpaqΥ1pΥ2pQqq ¨ p∇aΥ2pQq ¨Hq (2.10)
and the remainder term
∇
npΥ1 ˝Υ2qrQ,Hs
“
ÿ
1ďkăn
ÿ
nďmďnk
ÿ
aPIk,m
1
k!
∇kΥ1pΥ2pQqq ¨∇pn,aqΥ2pQ,Hq `∇nΥ1
“
Υ2pQq,∇Υ2rQ,Hs
‰
(2.11)
In the same vein, we readily check the following technical lemma.
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Lemma 2.2. Consider smooth functionals Υi : U ÞÑ Tr on some open subsets U Ă Tr, with
1 ď i ď m. The product functional
ΥpQq :“ Υ1pQq . . .ΥmpQq
is also smooth on U with n-th derivatives given by the non commutative Leibniz formula
∇nΥpQq ¨H “
ÿ
k1`...`km“n
ˆ
n!
k1 . . . km
˙
∇k1 pΥ1pQq ¨Hq . . .∇km pΥmpQq ¨Hq (2.12)
In addition, the n-th remainder terms are connected by the formula
∇
n
ΥpQq ¨H “
ÿ
nďk1`...`kmďnm
∇pk1,nqΥ1pQ,Hq . . .∇pkm,nqΥmpQ,Hq
We end this section with a Taylor expansion of square root functionals.
Theorem 2.3 ([21]). The square root functional ϕ is Fréchet differentiable at any order on Sr` . In
addition, for any pA,Hq P pSr` ˆSrq s.t. A` ǫ H P S0r for any ǫ P r0, 1s and for any n ě 1 we have
the estimates
|||∇nϕpAq||| _ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ∇nϕ rA,Hsˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď c λminpAq´pn´1{2q (2.13)
Corollary 2.4. Let Υ be some smooth positive map on S0r satisfying the minorization condition
@Q P S0r ΥpQq ě R ą 0 and
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
∇kΥpQq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ď |Q|` @k ď n
for some R P Sr` . In this situation, we have
|||∇n pϕ ˝ΥqQ||| _ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ∇n pϕ ˝Υq rQ,Hsˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď |Q|` max
1ďkďn
λminpRq´pk`1{2q (2.14)
Next corollary is a direct consequence of (2.11).
Corollary 2.5. Let Υ be some smooth positive map on S0r satisfying for any n ě 1 the following
conditions
|||∇nΥpQq||| _ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ∇nΥpQ,Hqˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď |H|u`|Q|v`
for some u, v P t0, 1u. In this situation, we have the estimate
|||∇npϕ ˝ΥqpQq||| _ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ∇npϕ ˝ΥqpQ,Hqˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď max
1ďkďn
λminpΥpQqq´pk`1{2q |H|u`|Q|v` (2.15)
2.3 Semigroup expansions
Observe that Λ is twice Fréchet differentiable on S0r with first and second order derivatives given by
∇Λ pQq ¨H :“ pA´QqH `HpA´Qq1 and 1
2
B2ΛpQq ¨ rH,Hs :“ ´H2 (2.16)
for any H P Sr s.t. Q`H P S0r . The derivatives of higher order are null. We also have the mean
value formula
ΛpQ1q ´ ΛpQ2q “ ∇Λ
ˆ
Q1 `Q2
2
˙
¨ pQ1 ´Q2q and ΛpQq “ ∇ΛpQq ¨Q` ΣpQq (2.17)
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Theorem 2.6. For any t ě 0 the mapping φt is Fréchet differentiable at any order on Sr` . The
derivatives are defined for any n ě 0, Q P Sr` and H P Sr by
∇n`1φtpQq ¨H “ p´1qn pn` 1q! EtpQq H pΓtpQq Hqn EtpQq1
In addition whenever Q` uH P S0r for any u P r0, 1s, for any n ě 1 we have the estimates
|||∇nφtpQq||| ď gν p}Q}, tq and
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇
n
φt rQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď gν p}Q} ` }H}, tq (2.18)
Proof. By lemma 2.1 in the article [13] we have
∇φtpQq ¨H “ EtpQq H EtpQq1
We consider the operator
∆tpQq ¨ pQ1, Q2q :“
ż t
0
Eu,tpQq Q1puq Q2puq Eu,tpQq1 du
By proposition 3.3 in [7] we have the decomposition
φtpQ`Hq ´ φtpQq “ EtpQq H EtpQq1 ´∆tpQq ¨ rφtpQ`Hq ´ φtpQq, φtpQ`Hq ´ φtpQqs
This integral decomposition implies that
∇nφtpQq ¨H “ ´
ÿ
p`q“n´2
n!
pp ` 1q!pq ` 1q! ∆tpQq ¨
“
∇p`1φtpQq ¨H,∇q`1φtpQq ¨H
‰
(2.19)
Using (1.25), for n “ 1 we have
∇φtpQq ¨H “ EtpQq H EtpQq1 ùñ |||∇φtpQq||| ď gνp}Q}, tq
We use an induction w.r.t. the parameter n to prove that
∇n`1φtpQq ¨H “ p´1qn pn` 1q! EtpQq H pΓtpQq Hqn EtpQq1 ùñ
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇n`1φtpQq
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď gνp}Q}, tq
The last assertion is a consequence of (2.8). Assuming the result has been checked up to rank n
using the formula (2.19) we check that
∇n`1φtpP q ¨H “ p´1qn EtpP q H
ż t
0
Bu tpΓupP qHqnu du EtpP q1
Using (2.9) we check that
}H}´pn`1q }∇n`1φt rQ,Hs } ď gν p}Q} ` }H}, tq
This ends the proof of the theorem.
We end this section with a series of corollaries on the above estimates.
Corollary 2.7. The mappings Q ÞÑ Es,tpQq, ΓtpQq and ΠtpQq are smooth. In addition, for any
n ě 1 we have the estimates
|||∇nEs,tpQq||| ď gν p}Q}, t´ sq ,
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇
n
Es,trQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď gν p}Q} ` }H}, t´ sq (2.20)
|||∇nΓtpQq||| ď Gν p}Q}, t´ sq ,
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇
n
ΓtrQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď Gν p}Q} ` }H}, t´ sq (2.21)
as well as
|||∇nΠtpQq||| ď Gν p}Q}, tq |Q|` and
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇
n
Πt rQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď Gν p}Q} ` }H}, tq |H|`|Q|` (2.22)
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The proof of the above corollary is provided in Appendix A.
Corollary 2.8. We further assume that H is a random perturbation of the form
H “ Hǫ :“ ǫ Hǫ with sup
ǫPr0,1s
E pexp rδ}Hǫ}sq ă 8 for some δ ą 0. (2.23)
In this situation there exists some ν ě 0 such that
φtpQ` ǫ Hǫq “ φtpQq `
ÿ
1ďkăn
p´1qk´1 ǫk
”
EtpQqHǫ pΓtpQqHǫqk´1EtpQq1
ı
`∇nφtpQ, ǫ Hǫq
with a stochastic remainder term such that
}∇nφtpQ, ǫ Hǫq}t,m ď ǫn gν p}Q}, tq
The prototypical perturbation model we have in mind is the sample covariance matrix defined
in (1.21). We end this section around this theme. To clarify the presentation, we set pX,Q,HN q
instead of pX0, P0,HN0 q. We let Pnpmq be the set of all partitions of rns “ t1, . . . , nu with no more
than m blocks. We also consider the mapping
απ “
ÿ
1ďiď|π|
i 1πi
where π1, . . . , π|π| stand for the |π| blocks of a partition of rns ordered w.r.t. their smallest element.
We also set
ΓπpQq :“ E
¨˝`
Xαπp1q ´Q
˘ ź
2ďlďtπu
`
ΓtpQq
`
Xαπplq ´Q
˘˘‚˛
with independent copies Xi of the random matrix X “ pX ´ EpXqqpX ´ EpXqq1, and
ΠnN :“ Y2ďkănPk prk ^N s{2q and tπu :“ k ðñ π P Pk ppk ^ pN ´ 1qq{2q
Following the matrix moment expansions developed in [12] we check the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9. For any n ě 1 we have the uniform estimates
sup
Ně1
E p}HN}nF q1{n ď c n TrpQq ùñ }∇nφ
”
Q,N´1{2 HN
ı
}t,m ď 1
Nn{2
gν p}Q}, tq
for some ν ě 0. In addition, we have the non asymptotic Taylor expansion
Nn{2 }E `φtpQN q˘´ φtpQq ` ÿ
πPΠn
N
p´2qtπu N´tπu pNq|π| ΓπpQq} ď gν p}Q}, tq (2.24)
3 Stochastic matrix integration
3.1 Some algebraic aspects of tensor products
For any n ě 1 we set rns :“ t1, . . . , nu and Nn “ pN ´ t0uqn. More generally, for any multi-indices
p “ pp1, . . . , pnq P Nn, for some n ě 1, we set rps “ rp1s ˆ . . . ˆ rpns. With a slight abuse notation,
when there are no confusion we write 1 instead p1, . . . , 1q the n-multi-index with unit entries. For
any n-multi-index p “ pp1, . . . , pnq P Nn, for some n ě 1, we write 1 ď i ď p for the set of
multi-indices i “ pi1, . . . , inq s.t. 1 ď il ď pl, with 1 ď l ď n.
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We let Tp,q denote the tensor space spanned by all linear transformations from the tensor space
R
q :“ Rq1b . . .bRqn into Rp :“ Rp1b . . .bRpm , for some m,n ě 1. With a slight abuse of notation
we write 0 and I the null and the unit tensors in Tp,q, for any multi-indices p, q.
In this notation, the transposition T 1 P Tq,p of a tensor T P Tp,q, and the trace of a tensor T P Tp,p
are defined for any 1 ď i ď q and 1 ď j ď p by the same formulas as for conventional matrices; that
is we have that
T 1i,j “ Tj,i and TrpT q “
ÿ
1ďiďp
T i,i
It is also convenient to consider the q-partial trace contraction T 5pp,rq P Tp,r of a tensor T P Tpp,qq,pq,rq
defined for any 1 ď k ď p and 1 ď l ď r by
T
5pp,rq
k,l “
ÿ
1ďiďq
Tpk,iq,pi,lq
When p “ r “ 1 we write T 5 instead of T 5p1,1q. We denote by Sp,p the space of symmetric tensors
T “ T 1, S0p,p and Sp`,p the subspace of positive semidefinite and positive definite tensors. Note the
‚-tensor product T T of a tensor T P Tp,q with a tensor T P Tq;r is a Tp;r-tensor with pi, jq-entries
given by the formula
p T T qi,j “
ÿ
1ďkďp
Ti,k T k,j
The products T b T and T b T of tensors pT, T q P pTp,q ˆ Tr,sq are defined by
pT b T qpi,jq,pk,lq “ Ti,k T j,l “ pT b T qpi,jq,pl,kq
We also write Tbn “ T b . . . b T the n-fold tensor product of a given tensor T . We let pp, qq 7 be
the transposition of a p2nq-multi-index pp, qq “ pp1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qnq by
pp, qq 7 “ ppp1, q1q, pp2, q2q . . . , ppn, qnqq P N2n
For n “ 2 observe that ppp, qq 7q 7 “ pp, qq. The 7-transpose T 7 of a tensor T P Tpp,qq is the tensor
with entries T 7pi,jq 7 “ Tpi,jq.
We illustrate the tensor product properties discussed above with matrices and vectors.
In the further development A,B, . . . and An stands for any matrices with appropriate dimensions
so that the formulae make sense. We also identify pp1ˆ1q-matrix with p1-column vectors, and more
generally pp, 1q-tensors with p-tensors for any multi-indices p and 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q for any fold product.
For instance, when q1 “ 1 sometimes we write Ai1 instead of Ai1,1 the i1-th entry of the p1-column
vector A. For multi-indices pq1, q2q “ p1, 1q we also write Api1,i2q instead of Api1,i2q,1 the pi1, i2q-entry
of the pp1, p2q-tensor A. We use the letters x, y to denote column vectors. The b-tensor product
pAbBq and pAbBq 7 are defined by
pAbBqpi1,i2q,pj1,j2q :“ Ai1,j1 Bi2,j2 :“ pAbBq 7pi1,j1q,pi2,j2q and pA1 b . . .bAnq
5 “ A1 . . . An (3.1)
We also have the 7-transposition rules“pAbAq T pB bBq‰ 7 “ pAbB1q T 7 pA1 bBq (3.2)
The symmetric Kronecker and the commutative Lyapunov products of A and B are defined by
4pA "bBq :“ pAbBq ` pB bAq ` pAbBq ` pBbAq and 2pA dBq :“ AtBu ` tBuA (3.3)
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with the matrix bracket A ÞÑ tAu defined in (1.4). Observe that
pAbBq7pi,jq,pk,lq “ pAbBqpi,kq,pj,lq and pA
"bBq7pi,jq,pk,lq “ pA
"bBqpi,kq,pj,lq
ùñ `pAbBq7˘5 “ pAbBq5 “ AB and `pA "bBq7˘5 “ pA "bBq5 “ AdB (3.4)
We also have
P,Q ě 0 ùñ 0 ď P dQ ď 2´1 p}P }2 TrpQq ` }Q}2 TrpP qq I (3.5)
The symmetric Kronecker product is commutative but not associative. the above products are
distributive w.r.t. the addition of matrices. We recall that the Kronecker product is associative,
distributive over ordinary matrix addition, and compatible w.r.t. the ordinary multiplication of
matrices. We also have the commutation properties
pAbBqpC b Dq “ pACq b pBDq “ pA b Bq pD b Cq (3.6)
as well as the norm estimates
}pA "bBq 7} _ }A "bB} ď }AbB} “ }A} }B} and }AbB}F “ }A}F }B}F
ùñ }pA "bBq 7 ´ pA "bBq 7} ď c “ }B} }A´A} ` }A} }B ´B} ‰ (3.7)
For further discussion on the Kronecker product, we refer to Graham [29] and Van Loan [54].
3.2 Matrix valued martingales
The martingales discussed in this section are to be understood w.r.t. some continuous filtration
F “ pFtqtě0 of σ-fields on some probability space pCpr0,8r,Rdq,Pq, where Cpr0,8r,Rdq stands
for the set of continuous trajectories on Rd, for some dimension parameter d ě 1. A multivariate
martingale is a matrix valued and continuous stochastic process whose entries are martingales.
We recall that the angle bracket between a couple of real valued martingales pA,Bq is the
differentiable and increasing process
t P r0,8rÞÑ xA |Byt P r0,8r such that AtBt ´ xA |Byt is a martingale
In the further development of this section we implicitly assume that the processes are chosen so
that the angle brackets of the martingales are integrable (or equivalently the martingales are square
integrable). We use the notation x. | .y to differentiate the angle bracket with the inner product
in Rn and the Frobenius inner product. For any multi-indices p “ pp1, . . . , pnq, q “ pq1, . . . , qnq,
r “ pr, . . . , rnq, and s “ ps1, . . . , snq the b-angle bracket between an a Tp;r-valued martingale A and
a Tq,s-valued martingale B is the Tpp,qq,pr,sq-tensor xA | b |By such that
AbB ´ xA | b |By is a Tpp,qq,pr,sq-valued martingale.
When n “ 1, for any ppˆrq-matrix valued martingale A and any pqˆsq-matrix valued martingale
B, recalling that the trace of a martingale is a martingale, we have commutation formula
TrpAbBq “ TrpAqTrpBq ùñ xTrpAq |TrpBqy “ Tr pxA | b |Byq (3.8)
In multidimensional settings, another important notion is the ‚-angle bracket xA |By between
and pp ˆ nq-matrix valued continuous martingale A and and pn ˆ qq-matrix valued continuous
martingale B defined as the ppˆ qq matrix xA |By such that
AB ´ xA |By is a martingale ùñ xA | b |By5 “ xA |By “ `xA | b |By7˘5
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3.3 Stochastic matrix integration
In the further development A,A,B,B,M,M,P, P ,Q,Q . . . stands for any matrix valued processes
with appropriate dimensions so that the formulae make sense. We also use the letters P,Q,P ,Q to
denote positive-semidefinite matrix-valued stochastic processes, M,M to denote martingales, and
A,A,B,B any stochastic process. We also consider the stochastic matrix integrals
pA ‚M ‚Bqt :“
ż t
0
As dMsBs (3.9)
The angle brackets between martingales of the form (3.9) are given by the formula
xA ‚M ‚B1 | b |A1 ‚M ‚By 7 “ pAbBq ‚ xM | b |My 7 ‚ pAbBq (3.10)
For instance, using the commutation property (3.6) we check that
Bt xW | b |Wy 7 “ I b I and Bt xW | b |W 1y 7 “ I b I
ùñ Bt xpA ‚W ‚B1qsym | b | pA ‚W ‚B1qsymy 7 “ pAA1q "b pBB1q
(3.11)
By Doob’s representation theorem (see theorem 4.2 [35], and the original work by Doob [25]), the
above formula shows that any symmetric continuous martingale has an angle bracket with a sym-
metric Kronecker structure. More precisely, there exists some filtered probability space underwhich
M :“ pA ‚W ‚B1qsym law“ pQ1{2A ‚W ‚Q1{2B qsym ùñ Bt xM | b |My 7 “ QA
"bQB
with the positive map A ÞÑ QA :“ AA1. We further assume that M is an an Sr-valued martingale
such that
Bt xM | b |My 7 “ Q "bQ ùñ Bt xM |My “ QdQ and Bt xTrpMq |TrpMqy “ Tr
`
QQ
˘
(3.12)
In this situation we have the angle bracket formula
4 BtxA ‚M ‚B1 | b |A1 ‚M ‚By7t
“ pAQAq b pBQBq ` pAQAq b pBQBq ` pAQBq b pBQAq ` pAQBq b pBQAq
ùñ BtxA ‚M ‚A1 | b |A ‚M ‚ A1y7t “ pAQA1q "b pAQA1q
(3.13)
We also have the contraction angle bracket formula
4BtxA ‚M ‚B1 |A1 ‚M ‚By
“ `AQA˘ `BQB˘` `AQA˘ `BQB˘` `AQB˘ Tr `QAB˘` `AQB˘ Tr `QAB˘ (3.14)
and well as the trace angle bracket
Bt
@
Tr rA ‚M ‚Bs |Tr “A ‚M ‚B‰D “ 2´1 Tr `pBAqsym “Q pBAqsymQ`Q pBAqsymQ‰˘ (3.15)
Notice that
BtxA ‚M ‚B1 |B ‚M ‚A1y “ AB´1
`
QB dQB
˘ `
AB´1
˘1
Bt xTr rA ‚M ‚Bs |Tr rA ‚M ‚Bsy “ Tr
`
Q pBAqsymQ pBAqsym
˘
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with the matrices QB :“ BQB1 and QB :“ BQB1. We end this section with a functional Ito
formula associated with the stochastic Riccati equation (1.2).
Let Υ be a smooth mapping from Sr into itself. We let ei be the r-row unit vector with
entries eipkq “ 1ipkq, for any 1 ď k ď r. The set Sr is spanned by the symmetric matrices
ei,j “ pei b ejqsym “ pe1iej ` e1jeiq{2. Thus we can identify ∇ΥpQq with the tensor
∇ΥpQqpi,jq,pk,lq :“ p∇ΥpQq ¨ ei,jqk,l “ ek p∇ΥpQq ¨ ei,jq e1l
In this notation, we have
H “ ři,j Hi,j ei,j ùñ p∇ΥpQq ¨Hqpk,lq “ ři,j Hpi,jq ∇ΥpQqpi,jq,pk,lq “ pH ∇ΥpQqqpk,lq
In the same vein, we can identify ∇2ΥpQq with the tensor
∇2ΥpQqppi,jq,pk,lqq,pm,nq :“
`
∇2ΥpQq ¨ pei,j , ek,lq
˘
m,n
ùñ `∇2ΥpQq ¨ pH1,H2q˘ “ pH1 bH2q7 ∇2ΥpQq
We let L the second order differential functional
LǫpΥqpQq “ ΛpQq∇ΥpQq ` ǫ
2
2
pQt "b ΣpQtqq∇2ΥpQq
In this notation we readily check the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. For any smooth mapping Υ from Sr into itself with polynomial growth derivatives,
and for any sufficiently small ǫ we have the Ito formula
dΥpQtq “ LǫpΥqpQtq dt` ǫ dMtpΥq (3.16)
with the martingale dMtpΥq “ dMt ∇ΥpQtq with angle bracket
BtxMpΥq | b |MpΥqy7t “ pQt "b ΣpQtqq p∇ΥpQtq b∇ΥpQtqq
3.4 A martingale continuity theorem
Proposition 3.2. For any n ě 1 and any flows P piqs and Qpiqs , 1 ď i ď m, we have
M :“
ÿ
1ďiďm
pP piq ‚ W ‚Qpiqqsym ùñ |||M |||t,n ď c
?
t |||P |||t,2n |||Q|||t,2n (3.17)
In addition, for any flows As, Bs we have
|||A ‚M ‚B|||2t,2n ď c
ÿ
1ďi,jďm
E
„ˆż t
0
}As}2 }Bs}2 }P piqs }2 }Qpjqs }2 ds
˙n1{n
(3.18)
ď c ?t |||A|||t,8n|||B|||t,8n |||P |||t,8n |||Q|||t,8n (3.19)
The proof of this proposition is technical, so it appears in Appendix A. We use the same
notational conventions as in Section 3.3. We also set
χpP,P ,Q,Qq :“ c λminpP ,Qq´1
“
1` TrpP q2 ` TrpP q2 ` TrpQq2 ` TrpQq2‰
λminpP ,Qq :“ 1^ λminpP q ^ λminpQq and χnptq :“
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
χpPt, P t, Qt, Qtq
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
n
(3.20)
In the further development of this section, we let pM,M q be a couple of martingales of the form
M :“
´
P 1{2 ‚W ‚Q1{2
¯
sym
and M :“
´
P
1{2 ‚W ‚Q1{2
¯
sym
(3.21)
The main objective of this section is to prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3. For any time horizon t any n ě 2 and any stochastic processes pA,Bq we have the
functional estimate
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
A ‚ pM ´Mq ‚B ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2
t,n
ď
ż t
0
χ2npsq |||As bBs|||22n
“ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
Qs ´Qs
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
2n
` ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇPs ´ P s ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2n ‰ ds (3.22)
Corollary 3.4. Let pM,M q be the couple of martingales defined in (3.21). For any n ě 2 we have
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
M ´M ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2
t,n
ď
ż t
0
χnpsq
“ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
Qs ´Qs
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
n
` ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇPs ´ P s ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇn‰ ds (3.23)
The proof of the theorem is based on a couple of technical lemmas of their own interest.
Lemma 3.5. Under the assumptions of theorem 3.3, we have the Lipschitz estimate
}Bt x pM ´Mqsym | b | pM ´Mqsymy 7t } ď χpPt, P t, Qt, Qtq
“}Qt ´Qt} ` }Pt ´ P t}‰ (3.24)
The proof of the above technical lemma is provided in Appendix A. Next lemma is a direct
consequence of Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality.
Lemma 3.6 (Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality). For any t ě 0, and n ě 1 we have
|||A ‚M ‚B|||2nt,2n ď E
„ˆż t
0
Tr
“`pA1sAsq b pBsB1sq˘ BsxM | b |M y 7s‰ ds˙n (3.25)
The proof of theorem 3.3 is now almost immediate.
Proof of theorem 3.3: Combining (3.25) with lemma 3.5 and using the generalized Minkowski
inequality for any n ě 1 we have
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
Ms ´M
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2
t,2n
ď
ż t
0
E
“
χpPs, P s, Qs, Qsqn
“}Qs ´Qs}F ` }Ps ´ P s}F ‰n‰1{n ds
The end of the proof of the first assertion is now a Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Arguing as above,
we find thatˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
A ‚ pM ´Mq ‚B ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2
t,2n
ď
ż t
0
E
”
}As}2n}Bs}2n Tr
“BsxM ´M | b |M ´M y 7s‰nı1{n ds
This ends the proof of the theorem.
4 Proof of the main results
4.1 Proof of theorem 1.1
We let BnφtpQq be the collection of processes defined sequentially by the formulae
BnφtpQq “
ż t
0
∇ΛpφspQqq ¨ BnφspQq ds
`1
2
ÿ
1ďkăn
n!
k!pn ´ kq!
ż t
0
∇2ΛpφspQqq ¨
´
BkφspQq, Bn´kφspQq
¯
ds` n Bn´1MtpQq
(4.1)
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with the collection of martingales
BnMtpQq :“
ÿ
p`q“n
ÿ
pa,bqPpIpˆIqq
n!
lpaq!lpbq!
1
a!b!
M
pa,bq
t pQq
M
pa,bq
t pQq :“
ż t
0
´”
∇lpaqϕpφspQqq ¨ BaφspQq
ı
dWs
”
∇lpbqΣϕpφspQqq ¨ BbφspQq
ı¯
sym
Using (2.16) and Leibniz differential rule we find that
BnφtpQq “
ż t
0
BnΛpφspQqq ds` n Bn´1MtpQq (4.2)
Observe that
BnφtpQq “ ´
ÿ
1ďkăn
n!
k!pn´ kq!
ż t
0
Es,tpQq
´
BkφspQq
¯´
Bn´kφspQq
¯
Es,tpQq1 ds
`n Bn´1MtpQq ` n
ż t
0
Es,tpQq
“
∇ΛpφspQqq ¨ Bn´1MspQq
‰
Es,tpQq1 ds
(4.3)
We check the estimates (1.6) using an induction w.r.t. the parameter n. For n “ 1 we have
BφtpQq “ MtpQq `
ż t
0
Es,tpQq r∇ΛpφspQqq ¨MspQqs Es,tpQq1 ds
Using (2.8), (3.17) and (3.18) we find that
|||BφtpQq|||2m _
”
t´1{2|||BφpQq|||t,2m
ı
ď |Q|` Gνp}Q}, tq
We further assume BkφtpQq satisfy (1.6) for any integer k ď n. In this situation, we have
}∇lpaqϕpφspQqq ¨ BaφspQq} ď |Q|´
ź
1ďjďlpaq
}BapjqφspQq}
Using corollary 2.4 we check the estimate
}∇lpbqΣϕpφspQqq ¨ BbφspQq} ď |Q|`
ź
1ďjďlpbq
}BbpjqφspQq}
On the other hand, combining (3.18) with the induction hypothesis we have
|||BnM|||2t,2m ď |Q| Gνp}Q}, tq
`
1` tn`1˘ ùñ |||BnM|||t,2m ď p1` tqpn`1q{2 |Q| Gνp}Q}, tq
Using Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality (3.6) and the induction hypothesis we also checkˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇˇż t
0
Es,tpQqd
“Bn´1MspQq‰Es,tpQq1 ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇˇ
2m
ď |Q| Gνp}Q}, tq
After some elementary manipulation we check that Bn`1φpQq satisfy (1.6) using the inductive for-
mulae (4.1) and (4.3). This ends the proof of (1.6).
Our next objective is to check that the stochastic processes BnφtpQq and BnMtpQq defined in
(4.1) coincide the n-th derivatives of the stochastic semigroup φǫtpQq and the martingale MǫtpQq at
ǫ “ 0. In addition, for m,n ě 1 there exists some ǫm,n s.t. for any ǫ ď ǫm,n we haveˇˇˇˇ ˇˇB nMǫpQqˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
_ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇB nφǫpQqˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
ď ǫn eptq |Q|
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We assume that the result has been proved up to rank pn´ 1q. We have
φǫtpQq “ Q`
ż t
0
Λ
`
φspQq ` BφǫspQq
˘
ds
`ǫ
ż t
0
`
ϕ
`
φspQq ` BφǫspQq
˘
dWs ΣϕpφspQq ` BφǫspQqq
˘
sym
This implies that
BφǫtpQq “
ż t
0
∇Λ pφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQds` 2´1
ż t
0
∇2Λ pφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQq ds
` ǫ
ż t
0
`
ϕ pφspQqq `∇ϕ
“
φspQq, BφǫspQq
‰˘
dWs
`
ΣϕpφspQqq `∇ΣϕrφspQq, BφǫspQqs
˘
sym
On the other hand, we have`
∇ϕ
“
φspQq, BφǫspQq
‰
dWs ∇ΣϕrφspQq, BφǫspQqs
˘
sym
“
ÿ
1ďk,lďn
1
k!l!
´”
∇kϕpφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQq
ı
dWs ∇
lΣϕpφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQq
¯
sym
` dHn,0s
with the martingale
dHn,0s “
´“
∇ϕrφspQq, BφǫspQqs
‰
dWs ∇
n`1
ΣϕrφspQq, BφǫspQqs
¯
sym
`
´”
∇
n`1
ϕrφspQq, BφǫspQqs
ı
dWs ∇ΣϕrφspQq, BφǫspQqs
¯
sym
Combining the first order estimate (1.11) and the martingale estimates (3.17) with corollary 2.4
and corollary 2.5 we check that ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
H
n,0
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
ď ǫn eptq |Q|
We use the decompositionÿ
1ďk,lďn
1
k!l!
´”
∇kϕpφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQq
ı
dWs
”
∇lΣϕpφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQq
ı¯
sym
“
ÿ
1ďp,q
2ďp`qăn
ǫp`q
pp` qq!
ÿ
pa,bqPpIpˆIqq
pp ` qq!
lpaq!lpbq!a!b! dM
pa,bq
s ` dHn,1s
with the collection of martingales
dHn,1s
:“
ÿ
1ďp,q
nďp`qďn2
ÿ
pa,bqPpIpˆIqq
´”
∇lpaqϕpφspQqq ¨ Bpn,aqφǫspQq
ı
dWs
”
∇lpbqΣϕpφspQqq ¨ Bpn,bqφǫspQq
ı¯
sym
defined in terms of functionals
Bpn,aqφǫspQq :“
´
Bpn,ap1qqφǫspQq, . . . , Bpn,appqqφǫspQq
¯
with Bpn,apiqqφǫspQq :“ 1apiq­“n
ǫapiq
apiq! B
apiqφspQq ` 1apiq“n BnφǫspQq
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Observe that`
∇rφspQq, BφǫspQqs dWs ΣϕpφspQqq
˘
sym
` `ϕpφspQqq dWs ∇ΣϕrφspQq, BφǫspQqs˘sym
“
ÿ
1ďpăn
ǫp
p!
ÿ
aPIp
p!
lpaq!a! dM
pa,0q
s `
ÿ
1ďqăn
ǫq
q!
ÿ
bPIq
q!
lpbq!b! dM
p0,bq
s ` dHn,2s
with the collection of martingales
dHn,2s :“
ÿ
nďpďn2
ÿ
aPIp
´”
∇lpaqϕpφspQqq ¨ Bpn,aqφǫspQq
ı
dWs ΣϕpφspQqq
¯
sym
`
ÿ
nďqďn2
ÿ
bPIq
´
ϕpφspQqq dWs
”
∇lpbqΣϕpφspQqq ¨ Bpn,bqφǫspQq
ı¯
sym
Arguing as above and using the induction hypothesis we check that
@i “ 1, 2 ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇHn,i ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,m
ď ǫn eptq |Q|
Finally observe that
∇Λ pφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQq ` 2´1∇2Λ pφspQqq ¨ BφǫspQq
“
ÿ
1ďkăn
ǫk
k!
∇Λ pφspQqq ¨ BkφspQq `∇Λ pφspQqq ¨ BnφǫspQq
`2´1
ÿ
2ďkďn
ǫk
k!
ÿ
1ďpăk
k!
p!pk ´ pq! ∇
2Λ pφspQqq ¨
´
BpφspQq, Bk´pφspQq
¯
`Hns
with the process
2Hns :“
ÿ
1ďp,q, năp`qď2n
∇2Λ pφspQqq ¨
´
Bpn,pqφǫspQq, Bpn,qqφǫspQq
¯
ùñ |||Hn|||t,m ď ǫn`1 eptq |Q|
Using the above decompositions we check that
BφǫtpQq “
ÿ
1ďkăn
ǫk
k!
ż t
0
∇Λ pφspQqq ¨ BkφspQq ds`
ż t
0
∇Λ pφspQqq ¨ BnφǫspQq ds
`2´1
ÿ
2ďkďn
ǫk
k!
ÿ
1ďpăk
k!
p!pk ´ pq!
ż t
0
∇2Λ pφspQqq ¨
´
BpφspQq, Bk´pφspQq
¯
ds
`
ÿ
2ďkďn
ǫk
k!
k Bk´1MtpQq `
ż t
0
Hns ds` ǫ
´
H
n,0
t `Hn,1t `Hn,2t
¯
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Assuming the result is true at rank pn´ 1q we check that
BnφǫtpQq “
ż t
0
∇Λ pφspQqq ¨ BnφǫspQq ds
`2´1 ǫ
n
n!
ÿ
1ďpăn
n!
p!pn´ pq!
ż t
0
∇2Λ pφspQqq ¨
`BpφspQq, Bn´pφspQq˘ ds
`ǫ
n
n!
n Bn´1MtpQq `
ż t
0
Hns ds` ǫ
´
H
n,0
t `Hn,1t `Hn,2t
¯
This leads to the formula
n!
ǫn
BnφǫtpQq ´ BnφtpQq
“
ż t
0
∇Λ pφspQqq ¨
ˆ
n!
ǫn
BnφǫtpQq ´ BnφspQq
˙
ds` n!
ǫn
ż t
0
Hns ds ` ǫ
n!
ǫn
´
H
n,0
t `Hn,1t `Hn,2t
¯
The ends of the proof follows standard manipulations using Grownwall’s lemma, thus it is skipped.
This ends the proof of the theorem.
Now we come to the proof of the bias estimate (1.8). For n “ 2 the stochastic process B2φtpQq is
defined by a diffusion equation (1.9) that only depends on the flows pφspQq, BφspQqq.
Using (3.11) we check that
Bt xMpQq | b | BMpQqy 7t “ φtpQq "b BΣpφtpQqq ` BφtpQq "b ΣpφtpQqq “ B
`
φtpQq "b ΣpφtpQqq
˘
This yields the commutation formula
xMpQq | b | BMpQqy “ B xMpQq | b |MpQqy and E rxMpQq | b | BMpQqys “ 0
Using (4.3) and (3.10), this implies that
E
“BφtpQqB2φtpQq‰ “ 0 “ E rBφtpQqs
E
`B2φtpQq˘ “ ´ ż t
0
Es,tpQqE
“pBφspQqq2‰Es,tpQq1 ds ùñ EpB3φtpQqq “ 0
This ends the proof of the bias estimate (1.8).
4.2 Proof of theorem 1.2
Lemma 4.1 (Gronwall-Riccati lemma). Let ft be some function satisfying differential inequality
Btft ď a ft ´ b f2t ` c (4.4)
for some a P R, and b, c ą 0. We set h :“ p2bq´1pa ` ?a2 ` 4bcq. In this situation, we have the
following estimates: If f0 “ h then ft ď h. When f0 ­“ h we have 0 ď ft ď h`pf0 ´ hq` e´t
?
a2`4bc.
In addition, when f0 ą h for any t ą 0 we have the uniform estimate
ft ă h`
ˆ
b´1
a
a2 ` 4bc
”
exp
´
t
a
a2 ` 4bc
¯
´ 1
ı´1 ^ |f0 ´ h|˙
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Proof. We let gt be the non negative solution of the Riccati equation
Btgt “ a gt ´ b g2t ` c
When b “ 0, by Gronwall’s lemma we have ft ď gt. We further assume that b ­“ 0. Notice that
Btpft ´ gtq ď pft ´ gtq rpa´ 2bgtq ´ bpft ´ gtqs ď pa´ 2bgtq pft ´ gtq
By Gronwall’s lemma this implies that ft ď gt for any t ě 0, as soon as f0 “ g0. The estimates are
now a direct consequence of the properties of the one dimensional Riccati equation. This ends the
proof of the lemma.
Now we come to the proof of theorem 1.2.
Proof of theorem 1.2: Taking the trace and using (2.4), for any Q P S0r we find that
Tr pΛpQqq ď TrpRq ` 2ρpAq Tr pQq ´ r´1Tr pQq2
This shows that
ppt, qtq :“ pTrpPtq,TrpQtqq with pPt, Qtq :“ pφtpP q, φǫtpP qq
satisfy the differential inequalities
Btpt ď γpptq :“ a pt ´ b p2t ` c and dqt ď γpqtq dt` ǫ dmǫt
with mǫt :“ TrpMǫtq and pa, b, cq “ p2ρpAq, 1{r,TrpRqq. Also notice that
Btxmǫ |mǫyt “ Tr pQtΣpQtqq ď τpqtq :“ qtpλmaxpRq ` q2t q
In this notation, for any n ě 1 we have
dq nt ď n
“
a q nt ´ bnq n`1t ` cn q n´1t
‰
dt` n q n´1t ǫ dmǫt
with bn :“ b´ n´ 1
2
ǫ2 and cn :“ c` n´ 1
2
ǫ2 λmaxpRq
Taking expectation we find the Riccati differential inequality
ft :“ E rqnt s
1
n ùñ Btft ď a ft ´ bn f2t ` cn
We further assume that ǫ is chosen so that r pn´ 1q ǫ2 ă 2. Using lemma 4.1 we have
ft ď b´1n pa`
a
a2 ` 4bncnq ` f0 ď 2
ˆ
a
bn
`
c
cn
bn
˙
` f0
This ends the proof of the r.h.s. estimate stated in (1.10). We also have the estimates
qt :“ sup
sPr0,ts
qs ď ct` q0 `
ż t
0
a` qs ds` ǫ mt with mt :“ sup
sPr0,ts
mǫs
ùñ E pqnt q1{n ď ct` E pqn0 q1{n `
ż t
0
a` E pqns q1{n ds` ǫ E pmnt q1{n
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Combing Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality with the r.h.s. estimate stated in (1.10) we find that
r p3n ´ 1q ǫ2 ă 2 ùñ E `m2nt ˘1{n ď c1 ż t
0
Epqns q1{nds ` c2
ż t
0
Epq3ns q1{nds ď t |P |`
ùñ E pqnt q1{n ď E pqn0 q1{n `
ż t
0
a` E pqns q1{n ds` t |P |`
The l.h.s. estimate stated in (1.10) is now a direct consequence of Gronwall’s. Now we come to the
proof of (1.11). We set
pB φǫtpP q “ ǫ´1 BφǫtpP q “ ǫ´1 rφǫtpP q ´ φtpP qs ùñ φspP q ` ǫ2 pB φǫspP q “ φupP q ` φǫupP q2 .
The mean value formula (2.17) also yields
pB φǫtpP q “ ż t
0
Eǫs,tpP q dMǫspP q Eǫs,tpP q1
Using the integration by part we find that
pB φǫtpP q “MǫtpP q ` ż t
0
Eǫs,tpP q
”
∇Λ
´
φspP q ` ǫ
2
pB φǫspP q¯ ¨MǫspP qıEǫs,tpP q1 ds
Using the estimates (1.10) we check the almost sure estimate
}pB φǫpP q}t ď eptq }Mǫ}t |P |`
The end of the proof of the l.h.s. estimate in (1.11) is now a consequence of the estimates (1.10)
and (3.17). Using (1.10) and (3.18) we also have
}pB φǫtpP q}22n ď c1 ż t
0
e4ρpAqpt´sq
´
1` E `}φǫspP q}6n˘1{n¯ ds ď c1 1´ e4ρpAqt4ρpAq |P |`
as soon as p18n ´ 1q ǫ2 ă 2{r. This ends the proof of the theorem.
4.3 Proof of theorem 1.3
Using (1.26) and (3.17) we have |||MpP q|||t,n ď c
?
t |P |`. On the other hand, we have
ΛpφǫtpP qq ´ ΛpφtpP qq ´ ǫ ∇ΛpφtpP qq ¨ BφtpP q “ ∇ΛpφtpP qq ¨ B2φǫtpP q ´
`BφǫtpP q˘2
This yields the decomposition
B2φǫtpP q “
ż t
0
∇ΛpφspP qq ¨ B2φǫspP q ds ´
ż t
0
`BφǫspP q˘2 ds` ǫ BMǫtpP q
from which we check that
B2φǫtpP q “ ´
ż t
0
Es,tpP q
`BφǫspP q˘2 Es,tpP q1 ds` ǫ ż t
0
Es,tpP q d
“BMǫspP q‰ Es,tpP q1
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This implies that
E
´
B2φǫtpP q
¯
“ E pφǫtpP q ´ φtpP qq “ ´
ż t
0
Es,tpP q E
´“BφǫspP q‰2¯ Es,tpP q1 ds ď 0
ùñ E pφǫtpP qq “ φtpP q ´
ż t
0
Es,tpP q E
´“BφǫspP q‰2¯ Es,tpP q1 ds ď φtpP q
This ends the proof of the l.h.s. estimate in (1.12). We check by an integration by part that
B2φǫtpP q “ ǫ BMǫtpP q
`ǫ
ż t
0
Es,tpP q
`
∇ΛpφspP qq ¨ BMǫspP q
˘
Es,tpP q1 ds ´
ż t
0
Es,tpP q
`BφǫspP q˘2 Es,tpP q1 ds
Using (1.26) and the estimates (2.8) we check the almost sure estimate
}B2φǫpP q}t ď ǫ Gνp}P }, tq }BMǫpP q}t }P } `Gνp}P }, tq }BφǫpP q}2t
On the other hand, using (3.23) we have
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇBMǫpP qˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2
t,n
ď
ż t
0
χǫnpsq
“|||φǫspP q ´ φspP q|||n ` ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇφǫspP q2 ´ φspP q2 ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇn‰ ds
with the function
χǫnpsq :“ 1` }P }2 ` |||φǫspP q|||22n
Using (1.10) and (1.11) we haveˇˇˇˇ ˇˇBMǫpP qˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ2
t,n
ď t
”
|P |` ` |||φǫpP q|||3t,2n
ı ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇBφǫpP qˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,2n
ď ǫ eptq |P |`
as soon as ǫ ď ǫn, for some ǫn. The end of the proof of the r.h.s. estimate in (1.12) is now a
consequence of (1.11). By proposition 2.2 in [13], for any P P S0r and any 0 ď s ď t we have
Bsφs,tpP q “ ´Λpφs,tpP qq “ ´∇φs,tpP q ¨ ΛpP q (4.5)
Using theorem 2.6 and applying the Ito formula (3.16) to the function ΥpP q “ φs,tpP q we also have
∇ΥpP q ¨H “ Et´spP qHEt´spP q1
1
2
∇2ΥpP q ¨H “ ´ “Et´spP qHΓt´spP q1{2‰ “Et´spP qHΓt´spP q1{2‰1
´ pP "b ΣpP qq∇2ΥpP q “ 2 “pEt´spP q b Γt´spP q1{2qpP "b ΣpP qqpΓt´spP q1{2 b Et´spP qq1‰5
“ Ωt´spP q
This implies that
φǫtpP q “ φt pP q ` ǫ
ż t
0
Et´spφǫspP qq dMǫspP q Et´spφǫspP qq1 ´
ǫ2
2
ż t
0
Ωt´s pφǫspP qq ds (4.6)
On the other hand we have
EtpφǫspP qq “ EtpφspP qq ` ǫ BpEt ˝ φsqpP q ` B2pEt ˝ φsqpP q (4.7)
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with the matrices BpEt ˝ φsqpP q :“ ∇EtpφspP qq ¨ BφspP q ñ E pBpEt ˝ φsqpP qq “ 0
B2pEt ˝ φsqpP q :“ ∇EtpφspP qq ¨ B2φǫspP q `∇2Et
“
φǫspP q, BφǫspP q
‰
Using (2.20) we check thatˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇Et
“
φǫspP q, BφǫspP q
‰ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď gptq and }B2EtpφǫspP qq} ď gptq ”}B2φǫspP q} ` }BφǫspP q}2ı
In the same vein, using (2.22) we also have
ΠtpφǫspP qq “ ΠtpφspP qq ` ǫ BpΠt ˝ φsqpP q ` B2ΠtpφǫspP qq
with E pBpΠt ˝ φsqpP qq “ 0 and the estimates
}∇Πt
“
φǫspP q, BφǫspP q
‰ } ď Gptq |φǫspP q|` |BφǫspP q|2`
}B2ΠtpφǫspP qq} ď Gptq
“|P |` ` |BφǫspP q|` ` |φǫspP q|`‰ ” }B2φǫspP q} ` }BφǫspP q}2ı
Combining (1.6) and (1.26) with (2.8) and (2.22) we check that
BpΩt ˝ φsqpP q
“ EtpφspP qq B pΠt ˝ φsqpP q EtpφspP qq1 ´ 2
`
EtpφspP qq ΠtpφspP qq BpEt ˝ φsqpP q1
˘
sym
ùñ }BΩt pφspP qq } ď gνp}P }, tq }P }`
We also have
}B2Ωt pφǫspP qq } ď gptq
“|P |` ` |BφǫspP q|` ` }φǫspP q}`‰ ” }B2φǫspP q} ` }BφǫspP q}2ı
Also notice that
BpΩt ˝ φsqpP q “ ∇ΩtpφspP qq ¨ BφspP q ùñ E pBpΩt ˝ φsqpP qq “ 0
∇ΩtpφspP qq ¨H :“ EtpφspP qq r∇ΠtpφspP qq ¨Hs EtpφspP qq1
´2 `EtpφspP qq ΠtpφspP qq r∇EtpφsqpP qq ¨Hs1˘sym
We conclude that
E rφǫtpP qs ´ φt pP q `
ǫ2
2
ż t
0
Ωt´s pφspP qq ds “ ´ǫ
2
2
ż t
0
E
”
B2Ωt´s pφǫspP qq
ı
ds
with the second order remainder
}E
”
B2Ωt´s pφǫspP qq
ı
} ď gpt´ sq epsq ǫ3{2 |P |
as soon as ǫ ď ǫ0, for some ǫ0. This yields the estimate
}E rφǫtpP qs ´ φt pP q `
ǫ2
2
ż t
0
Ωt´s pφspP qq } ď ǫ7{2 eptq |P | (4.8)
We check (1.13) combining (1.8) with (1.9) and (4.8). The proof of the theorem is complete.
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4.4 Proof of theorem 1.4
The proof of the theorem is based on the following technical lemma.
Lemma 4.2. The mapping Q ÞÑ MtpQq is smooth with first and second order derivatives given by
the martingales
∇MtpQq ¨H “
ż t
0
ppϕ ˝ φsqpQq dWs r∇pΣϕ ˝ φsqpQq ¨Hsqsym
`
ż t
0
pr∇pϕ ˝ φsqpQq ¨Hs dWs pΣϕ ˝ φsqpQqqsym
∇2MtpQq ¨H “
ż t
0
`pϕ ˝ φsqpQq dWs “∇2pΣϕ ˝ φsqpQq ¨H‰˘sym
`
ż t
0
`“
∇2pϕ ˝ φsqpQq ¨H
‰
dWs pΣϕ ˝ φsqpQq
˘
sym
`2
ż t
0
pp∇pϕ ˝ φsqpQq ¨Hq dWs p∇pΣϕ ˝ φsqpQq ¨Hqqsym
In addition, for any i “ 1, 2 we have the estimates
|||MpQq|||t,n ď
?
t |Q|`
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇iMpQqˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
t,n
_
„
|H|´1`
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
∇
3
MtQ,Hu
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,n

ď eptq |Q| (4.9)
Proof. By theorem 2.3 and theorem 2.6, the mapping ϕ ˝ φt is smooth and we have
∇pϕ ˝ φtqpQq ¨H “ ∇ϕ pφtpQqq ¨ p∇φtpQq ¨Hq ùñ |||∇pϕ ˝ φtqpQq||| ď eptq |Q|´
∇2pϕ ˝ φtqpQq ¨ pH,Hq “ ∇2ϕ pφtpQqq ¨ p∇φtpQq ¨Hq `∇ϕ pφtpQqq ¨
`
∇2φtpQq ¨H
˘
ùñ ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ∇2pϕ ˝ φtqpQqˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď eptq |Q|´
The first and the second order remainder terms are given by
∇
2pϕ ˝ φtqrQ,Hs “ ∇ϕ pφtpQqq ¨∇2φt rQ,Hs
`2´1∇2ϕ pφtpQqq ¨
`
∇φt rQ,Hs ,∇φt rQ,Hs
˘`∇3ϕ “φtpQq,∇φt rQ,Hs‰
ùñ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
∇
2pϕ ˝ φtqrQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ď eptq |Q|´ p1` }H}q
We also have
∇
3pϕ ˝ φtqrQ,Hs “ ∇2ϕ pφtpQqq ¨
´
∇
2
φtrQ,Hs, r∇φtpQq ¨Hs
¯
`2´1∇2ϕ pφtpQqq ¨
´
∇
2
φtrQ,Hs, ∇2φtrQ,Hs
¯
`∇3ϕ “φtpQq,∇φt rQ,Hs‰`∇ϕ pφtpQqq ¨∇3φtrQ,Hs
ùñ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
∇
3pϕ ˝ φtqrQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ď eptq |Q|´ p1` }H}q
In the same vein we prove that Σϕ ˝ φt is smooth with the first and second derivatives and the first
and second order remainder terms are such that
@k “ 1, 2
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
∇
k pΣϕ ˝ φtq rQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
ď eptq |H|`|Q|`
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Using (3.17) we prove the estimates (4.9). This ends the proof of the lemma.
We are now in position to prove theorem 1.4.
Proof of theorem 1.4: The mapping Q ÞÑ BφtpQq is smooth with
∇BφtpQq ¨H “
ż t
0
Es,tpQq d p∇MspQq ¨Hq Es,tpQq1
`2
ż t
0
“
Es,tpQq dMspQq p∇Es,tpQq ¨Hq1
‰
sym
∇2BφtpQq ¨H “
ż t
0
Es,tpQq d
`
∇2MspQq ¨H
˘
Es,tpQq1
`4
ż t
0
`
Es,tpQq d p∇MspQq ¨Hq p∇Es,tpQq ¨Hq1
˘
sym
`2
ż t
0
p∇Es,tpQq ¨Hq dMspQq p∇Es,tpQq ¨Hq1
`2
ż t
0
“`
∇2Es,tpQq ¨H
˘
dMspQq Es,tpQq1
‰
sym
After some manipulations we also check that
@k “ 1, 2
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
∇
kBφtQ,Hu
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,m
ď eptq |Q| |H|`
We fix some matrix H and we set ψǫpQq :“ Q` ǫ H. Using (1.12) and (2.18) we have
φǫt pψǫpQqq :“ φǫt pQ` ǫ Hq “ φt pQq ` ǫ Bpφt ˝ ψqpQq ` B2pφǫt ˝ ψǫqpQq
with
Bpφt ˝ ψqpQq :“ r∇φtpQq ¨H ` Bφt pQqsùñ }Bpφt ˝ ψqpQq} ď eptq |Q|`
B2pφǫt ˝ ψǫqpQq :“ ∇2φtrQ, ǫHs ` ǫ ∇Bφt rQ, ǫ Hs ` B2φǫt pQ` ǫ Hq
Using the r.h.s. estimate in (1.12) and (2.18) we also find thatˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
B2pφǫ ˝ ψǫqpQq
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,n
ď ǫ3{2 eptq |Q| |H|`
This ends the proof of the estimate (1.15) for k “ 1. We also have
rpφǫt ˝ ψǫqpQq ´ φt pQqs2 ´ ǫ2 rBpφt ˝ ψqpQqs2
“ ǫ
”
Bpφt ˝ ψqpQq B2pφǫt ˝ ψǫqpQq
ı
` ǫ
”
B2pφǫt ˝ ψǫqpQq Bpφt ˝ ψqpQq
ı
`
”
B2pφǫt ˝ ψǫqpQq
ı2
ùñ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
rpφǫ ˝ ψǫqpQq ´ φt pQqs2 ´ ǫ2 rBpφ ˝ ψqpQqs2
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˇˇˇ
t,n
ď ǫ2`1{2 eptq |Q| |H|`
This ends the proof of the estimate (1.15) when k “ 2. The proof of the theorem is completed.
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A Appendix: Some technical proofs
Proof of corollary 2.7
Arguing as in the proof of corollary 4.13 in [7] we have
∇Es,trQ,Hs “ Es,tpQ`Hq H ´
ż t
s
Eu,tpQ`HqpφupQ`Hq ´ φupQqqEs,upQq du
Using (2.8) and (2.18) we check the estimatesˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ
∇Es,trQ,Hs
ˇˇˇˇ ˇˇ ď gν p}Q} ` }H}, t´ sq
Arguing as in the proof of theorem 2.6 we check that Es,tpQq is smooth and the derivatives can be
computed using for any n ě 1 the induction
∇nEs,tpQq ¨H “´
ż t
s
Eu,tpQq p∇nφupQq ¨Hq Es,upQq du ` n
“
∇n´1Es,tpQq ¨H
‰
H
´ n!
ż t
s
ÿ
k`l“n´2
„
1
k ` 1! ∇
k`1Eu,tpQq ¨H
 „
1
pl ` 1q! ∇
l`1φupQq ¨H

Es,upQq du
Using the estimates (2.18) we check (2.20). Also observe that
∇ΓtrQ,Hs “
ż t
0
rEupQ`Hq ´ EupQqs1 EupQq du`
ż t
0
EupQq1 rEupQ`Hq ´ EupQqs du
`
ż t
0
rEupQ`Hq ´ EupQqs1 rEupQ`Hq ´ EupQqs du
This implies that
1
n!
∇nΓtpQq ¨H “
ż t
0
„
1
n!
∇nEupQq ¨H
1
EupQq du`
ż t
0
EupQq1
„
1
n!
∇nEupQq ¨H

du
`
ż t
0
ÿ
k`l“n´2
„
1
pk ` 1q!∇
k`1EupQq ¨H
1 „
1
pl ` 1q!∇
l`1EupQq ¨H

du
The proof of (2.22) now follows standard computation, thus it is skipped. This ends the proof of
corollary 2.22.
Proof of proposition 3.2
Firstly, we check (3.17) for m “ 1. We set pP p1qt , Qp1qt q “ pPt, Qtq. By (A.1) we have
dMt “ pPt ‚ dWt ‚Qtqsym
ùñ 4Tr
”
Bt xM | b |My 7t
ı
“ 2 pTrpPtQtqq2 ` 2TrpP 2t qTrpQ2t q ď 4}Pt}2F }Qt}2F
We check (3.17) using the estimates
|||M |||2t,2n ď c E
„ˆż t
0
}Ps}4 ds
˙n1{p2nq
E
„ˆż t
0
}Qs}4 ds
˙n1{p2nq
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We let δ “ pδiqiě1 be a sequence of independent t´1,`1u-valued Rademacher random variables. In
this notation, the martingale defined in (3.17) satisfies the polarization formula
Mt “ E
”
M δt |Ft
ı
ùñ }Mt} ď E
”
}M δt }|Ft
ı
with
M δt :“
ż t
0
˜« ÿ
1ďiďm
δi P
piq
s
ff
dWs
« ÿ
1ďjďm
δj Q
pjq
s
ff¸
sym
Arguing as above we find that
|||M |||2t,2n ď c
ÿ
1ďi,jďm
„ż t
0
Ep}P piqs }4nF q1{n ds
1{2 „ż t
0
Ep}Qpjqs }4nF q1{n ds
1{2
from which we prove (3.17). Using (2.3) and (2.4) we also have
Tr
“`pA1sAsq b pBsB1sq˘ BsxM ǫ | b |M ǫ y 7s‰ ď }As}2F }Bs}2F ÿ
1ďi,jďm
}P piqt }2F }Qpjqt }2F
This ends the proof of (3.18). Using Holder inequality we check that
|||M |||2t,2n ď c E
„ˆż t
0
}As}8 ds
˙n1{p4nq
E
„ˆż t
0
}Bs}8 ds
˙n1{p4nq
ÿ
1ďi,jďm
E
„ˆż t
0
}P piqs }8 ds
˙n1{p4nq
E
„ˆż t
0
}Qpjqs }8 ds
˙n1{p4nq
The end of the proof of (3.19) is now immediate. This ends the proof of the proposition.
Proof of lemma 3.5
The proof of lemma 3.5 is itself based on the following technical lemma.
Lemma A.1. For any matrix valued martingales
M :“ P ‚W ‚Q and M :“ P ‚W ‚Q
we have the angle bracket formula
4 Bt x pM ´Mqsym | b | pM ´Mqsymy 7t
“ pPtQt ´ P tQtqb2 ` pQtPt ´Qt P tqb2 `
“
Pt bQt ´ P t bQt
‰2 ` “Qt b Pt ´Qt b P t‰2
`2  pP tbQtq “Qt b P t ´Qt b Pt‰(sym ` 2  pQtbP tq “P t b Qt ´ Pt b Qt‰(sym
(A.1)
Proof. To simplify the presentation, we drop the time subscript and we write pP,P ,Q,Qq instead
of pPt, P t, Qt, Qtq. Using (3.10) and the commutation property (3.6) we check that
Bt x M | b |M y 7 “ pPQq b pP Qq and Bt x M | b |M 1 y 7 “ pPP q b pQQq
ùñ Bt x M ´M | b |M ´M y 7 “ pPQ´ P Qqb2
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In the same vein we check that
Bt x M ´M | b |
`
M ´M˘1 y 7
“ “P bQ´ P bQq‰2 ` pP b Qq “pQb P q ´ pQb P q‰` “pP bQq ´ pP bQq‰ pP b Qq
The end of the proof (A.1) now follows elementary manipulations.
Proof of lemma 3.5: Using (A.1) and the norm estimates (3.7) we check that
2 }Bt x pM ´Mqsym | b | pM ´Mqsymy 7}F
ď 4 TrpP q }Q1{2 ´Q1{2}2F ` 4 TrpQq }P 1{2 ´ P 1{2}2F
`2
b
TrpP q TrpQq aTrpQq }P 1{2 ´ P 1{2}F ` 2 TrpP q bTrpQq }Q1{2 ´Q1{2}F
Using (2.5) we check the estimate
}Bt x pM ´Mqsym | b | pM ´Mqsymy 7}F
ď
„
2 TrpP q λ´1minpQq
`}Q}F ` }Q}F ˘` TrpP q bTrpQq λ´1{2min pQq  }Q´Q}F
`
„b
TrpP q TrpQq aTrpQq λ´1{2min pP q ` 2 TrpQq λ´1minpP q `}P }F ` }P }F ˘ }P ´ P }F
The proof of the lemma is now easily completed.
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